Farm, Garden, and Household,
COMH'CTF.n r.Y l’l'TXAM SIMOXTOX.
tt^-Our friends who may have communications, obrvations, facts, suggestions, or anything of interest,
I rtaiuing to this department, are requested to comrauicate the same to Dr. Putnam Simouton, Searsport, who
will prepare the same lor publication, if of sufficient importance.
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GOOD PICKLES-HOW TO MAKE.

NATURAL

are several ways practiced for making
i kies, as cucumbers. tomatoes, &c., some, good:
ae
bad: sonic, poisonous. The old-fashioned,
i still most common way, is to salt them down
,- pork is;
the more salt the better—to be soaked

I'h.

r.

Matter.

■

ile ir substance.

i-

occupies

or

air, are different forms of matter.
Those kinds of matter which have weight exist in
three forms; solid, liquid and aeriform.
Solid bodies are those whose particles do not move

and put iii vinegar a- wanted. Besides the
required to freshen them—two or three weeks
imii'li soaking about ruins their flavor and soft-

-si

SCIENCE.

space, whatever w*e
touch i> called matter; a word derived
from some foreign languages signifying the stuff or
materials of which things are made. Earth, water,

can see

Whatever

[among themselves, as rock and ice; liquids those
ha\c tried various way- and found none so
whose particles do so move, as water; aeriform
"1 a- this
Wash the articles—say, cucumbers—
means having the form of air; and mutter i- said to
a
and kc. p them in strong pickle 24 hours.
he in this -date when it atoms so repel each other
11;*i-1 off the pickle and pour over them good eider
as to spread out indefinitely : as steam.
They are
in gar s< aiding lmt.
Spice with anything to suit sometimes called
Roth liquid
gases and vapors.
i'd pep| !-. clv.v. s. mustard. A:e. Be sun* the
and aeriform bodies are also called flu Ms.
a.
tie real cider, and not the vile artificial
Most all kind* of matter may be made to assume,
are
itii it.
Pic kies prepared in this way
and often do. all these three forms; as iee, water
ady tor u-c; are healthful, palatable, and and \apor,—and in the rewrse order of clouds, rain
a ,*i.
well
any goo.I thing will. A little alum and ice;—most, if not ali, minerals and earth also,
li.oal* ns. '.ut is no r al im|«ro\ement to them.
by the agency of right heat, may be put into the
I’la n are two w;n
much practiced of rendering
solid, liquid and gaseous forms.
Most people like to <ee
:.i.-k!es highly poisonous.
The science that treats of these properties and
a in 1 ."k gre. n, and for this purpose boil the pi.-klaw- of matter is called Natural Philosophy, which
1
and tlf villegal in a brass kettle: this is called j
-ignii' searching for tin truths which relate to the
•T.-eiiing them/* But sec what you do. and what j
I material world.
-ii cat.
Brass is ;i compound metal—copper and
.Matter i> also distinguished as simple and com/inc
w hen \ illegal* unites with copper it forms the
| pound bodies; simple when it cannot he resolved
mi, .if < oj*f»<a
commonly called verdigris—llie into more than one element or
thing, as iron, or
•I nnaniing given—and which is an intense poigold: compound when the thing consists of more
>o
or
when
ihat
nt.
anyyou ••green*’ pickles
than one element, as water, wood, *fcc„ and the
ii.: 'g uniting vinegar and copper or brass, you
science which instructs a- to these elements of mutmil eat verdigris as it you eat what tlie drugter—how to -eparate the elements of compound
.11- 1>\ that name.
And a very large proporhim 1 ie- into the -imple ones that compose them, and
-f tli* dy-pepsia cankers, nice* ate.1-toimtehs.
how to combine the simple ones so as to make coms.)
-f w liiidi
P
ntaiiy person* eternal!)
oinplain. j
bodies i- hemi-try, from an Arabic word
pound
m o
1\ ih* n-siitt *»f these poisonings—iiieur>ignif\ Jug secret; because those who first practiced
We would s.mner have
!.• i.
o;-'
p< i■si>l<*, 1 in
it. did «> seeretly,—hoping by it to find the philoso:.
-ink*- in ar lion-,,-ilcm ••nice green pickpher's -tom* which should turn the base metals into
\\
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POLE BEANS.
AVI

ilio vines get at tin- toj> of the poles, there
is great utility in pinching them off; for these ends
are killed 1 >y frosts before maturing anything, and
take so much nourishment from the seeds below.

in contact. The gla/ware is largely composed

come

e:trtlit

.I •»n\‘ii

,i

gold.

good poison \vhit'll many
iu this way : sugar of lead i<
vinegar and lead, and is freely

a.so

••

it

dbarge w hi* h is the oxyd of lead ; la nce pickles
:in> ai11i: containing v inegar coining in contact

Tf nit have more than you want for present use,
gather them in the green state, and thoroughly dry

i!i tlie lining of <ueh vessels forms this poisonouW't were once called to attend a
_.n '•! ! ad.

them so as not to mould pods and all: and in the
ized with violent vomiting after eatwinter time, cooked like green beans, they will be
* ausing
many suspicions of inten- about as
good.
uai po '••nine. But on investigating the atfair it
i- found that the baked beans on which the
family
If th" compositors this week find our penmanship
!« ir!ilv breakfasted, had been kept some lime
—always so bad—any better than usual, it is all
’•row i. arthen vessel, to which vinegar had at
owing to a package of excellent pens, called the
sane- time been added—tlnis forming the ;uvs. Fletcher,
■Spencerian pen. generously sent by
<0
And so a little chemistry
sugar "f b ad.
F.sip, Sroekton. We don't know whether he has
successful
treatment,
but
saved
old) suggested
them for sal"; if he has, the people that way cannot
innocent person from the gallows!
do better than to give him a call.
Iu all cookery, tlc refore, and in everything that
go into the mouth, avoid all those things in
THE COLORADO
I'amilv

h ■! e

'•

•.d.t'.t'1.
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POTATO-BUG.

ii« h vinegar

or

tli lead or
H ud stone

wan*

any acids have been in contact
copper, as a deadly foe.

From

Michigan and other

Western States,

we

hear

of tin* advance and depredations of this beetle, and
having but little.—some, no receive numerous letters of
inquiry respecting its
in .is composition, is a tolerably safe vessel for |
habits, appearance, and the best methods of destroyI
d preparations: but the best of all are good beech
ing ii. or «»f mitigating its ravages.
a k
II V Csscls.
I
No source of information regarding this insect is
Unis far .-<» full or so trustworthy as the American
THIN OUT THE PLANTS.
A- \\« jaround, we notice that sueh vegeta- Entomologist (published at St. Louis, Missouri),
a> h
stand too near together which little journal we have once or twice taken occarrots, tV«

•i

e

..

Like tree-; and animals tie y must have casion to commend. We copy from its columns an
"•m.
l.arm- toots like siigar-hcets and large tur- engraving representing the ;e-eet in various stages
'le.uld he nearly a foot apart in the rows: l»e- ofexisteiiec Upon the potah*-stalk.
i
wed

11

histoi:\.
adjacent ones ar< growing toward
they will al "Ut touch, if they grow as ; fi is properly a beetle, of the order Coleoptera,
a
that dida'i -e. \\"e frequently have | and ha- be. n known for nearly lialfa century, feedonghi
;e in ten in' hin diam n r, and in ihi- w: \ you
ing upon a wild specie*, of potato (Solatium rostra'll :1 et i uir time
:
much weight ot roots as by tum) belonging t»> the Itoeky Mountain region.
i'"’i\ d• l.
hide-root method—he*ides making Wlien < .yilization carried the cultivated potato
mill'll better !<• >ee >iich liol»l»‘ fellows thither, this destroying beetle grappled with it to
the neglect of the savage plant, and since that time
l'e et- t'*r table li"e m:i\ be live, and earhas been making ii^ way Eastward. In 1 Sol, it was
ip
im ie
apart—ie*t nearer: but as we a hundred mif- w<-t of Omaha City: in lsf»l, it
a
mil; -them tie; are about as thick as they was ob-erwd in Iowa; in lsui-o. ii covered the
Mi--i<sippi: and now we hear of it in Michigan
a’ cone
near t-> the true thing, as a little
up.
and parts of t diio.
u-e

pony i- to a tine !>oo |b. horse. True, t"
i!i"ii^aieU of tim i; growing plants, when

■

in tie*

v

u
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there

thine, and require\n ill di» it. iust a

in

;

r.

t hie**

a

1

tw«»

a-

"tie

h

■

no

need of it, i-

a

h courage to do it: yet
kind motlers have some

nne

line sound teeth of their daughters extracted
the others a chance.

eive

Aug. (5. lsd9,
hi:. 1’. Simon ton l>ear >ir—I am a siih*eriber
tin Ihpiibliean Journal, and I notice at tin In-ad
«mu department a standing call for information
arions subjects of household economy, i write
i) to vnii and your readers that wc have a wav' j
litis region, of curing pork for haeon which I
k i* greatly superior to that prepared in your
t. : in fact we will not eat northern cured bait' we can help it.
•air method is this: Uub finish salt, like Livcriii 1 -ome caymne pepper, thoroughly over
into ihr ham a* much a* possible, bending the
.I.' right smart so as to cause the salt to strike hill will take a smart man ten or fifteen minto mb a ham properly.
Let it remain in the
■h
o-eek. at which time go through the same
again—t«» remain in I he salt another week,
neii lbi the thiid lime it is to he rubbed in the
Ji i- at fir*t: and if the minis are large give a
!i rubbing.
A week a fie- the last operation.
off the salt and smoke.
I h gnat advantage of this method over the pickplan is. you get it salted just enough for good
Mig and to preserve I he in eat well; and t tie meat
tains all its natural jukes and flavors which arc
lied out and lost by the pickling and freshening
ihod. I have had prepared many hundred hams
’hi* way. and any one on e eating of this kind
never desire any other.
W. I,. B.
Respectfully, Yours,
W
have the pleasure to know tin- gentleman who
kindly furnished the foregoing information,
i know our readers will be grateful for it; for a
<«i:<»i:i;i;it>\Y.\. s.
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;;rliet■ of diet than most of the bacon in our
be found this side of topliet. Some
mills ago we purchased a fine looking ham. wariii-dtobe A. 1,1’rom Boston, and have it still; for
full of poisonous chemicals is it, that no human
r

l>K*i:RJlTION.

11 is a cream-colored hectic, with live black stripes
nn each wing-case, while its wings
proper arc rose•■oiored. There arc three broods a year (as observed in Illinois and Central Missouri)! 'Flic eggs are
of yellow color, and are laid on the under-side of
leave-, a- represented in the engraving. Both eggs
and insect- are represented of the natural size. The
Lectio JMryphora 10-lincata) is frequently confounded with another eloseh resembling "it, and
know n as the bogus potato-bug ( Doryphora juneta).
Fhi- latter has a pale-eolored head; the true beetle
ha- a black bead.
For minute points of distinction,
the reader is referred to the Annual Beport of the
Mate Entomologist of Missouri (Mr. Charles Y.
Bi ley ), pp.
l>KSTKi:CTIYEXESS OK THIS PEST.

The beetle coniines itself to plants of the potato
family; and tin- potato-fields it visits in such multitudes as to de-troy the crops. Fortunately the
peach-blow variety is found to be largely exempt.
MEANS OF PREVENTION.

No geese, turkeys, hen-, or other domestic fowl
will touch the Colorado beetle; and there are authentic ea-es on record where persons who have
aldi-d to death quantities of them have been made
seriously ill by the fumes.”
l’ari—green and white hellebore are rceommend<i
w hen they reach the insect
they are effective:
but .Mr. Bile)' places little confidence in
any method
but capture and -laughter. A machine has been
const nn-ted lor this purpose to go astride two rows,
and knock the depredating insect.- by a reel into receptacles provided for the purpose.
A n atural foe has appeared in the lady-bug, which
promises great relief. Mr. Foster, in the Prairie
Fanner of last year, attributed the safety of his late
crop almost entirely to the instrumentality of this
little insect.
If the Western entomologists are right, we shall
have still a year or more of exemption; but we
must prepare for the eventual appearance of this
pest, which, unlike most insect pests, is moving
from West to Fast. [Hearth and Home.
■

lx. t* cannot

can eat it and live,—the cats and
dogs lop
tail* and run from it: tin-liens and chickens
»p away from it as from their natural enemy, the
hunk.* and hawks; the flies buzz from it; it won't
n decay to make manure.
If these manufacture!
<<t food will give up haeon and go inlothe em1
>u*itie*<.
their
fortune*
will he made in a
liuiing
v ! v
hort time._
oc
r
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FLAVORS.

[The following

is an abstract from a report of
Miss Oilman's Lectures in New York, on the
of
"Philosophy Food," published in Moore's Rural

New-Yorker, J

“\Ve concentrate flavors. We have so long accustomed ourselves lo strong flavors that we do not
like a gentle, delicate flavor. We have some, article of food or drink to which we become so strongly addicted, though not so blindly, as some men do
to tobacco.
What we think we must have and cannot do without is. usually, just what we
ought not
to have. The true and ‘right taste is to be able to
DIARRHEA
make out a meal on plain, nutritious food, and suffer no special inconvenience or discomfort from it.
i a vcn common disease in summer-lime, chola
is nothing more than exaggerated diarrhea. There i- true independence in being able to go witliWhen a mail has died of diarrhea, he lias died of ] out stimulating food. What if we do without what
M.lrra. in reality. 11 may he well for travelers to hurts us? Our blood will be purer, the glands will
that the most important, and the most indi<- work more readily, good food will taste better.
Pleasure is ever eluding the grasp of them who pur• n'aide item in the arrest and cure of looseness
of
a
bowels, is absolute quietude oil a bed; nature sue it. lie who would save his life must lose it.
Our food should relish. I am not in favor of eat!« rself
always prompts this by disinclining us to
•motion. The next tiling is, to eat nothing but ing dry ugly things. All things intended for our
use have their natural flavor.
Fruits show their
mmon rice, parched like eolfee, and then boiled,
aid taken with a little salt and butter. l)rink little flavor on the surface. Fire develops some flavors.
for
Beans,
while
instance,
boiling, fill the room lull
no liquid of any kind.
Bits of ice may be eaten
of the order of their flavor. We nail many tilings
nd swallowed til will.
Every step taken in diar-i
tasteless, because we have so blunted our delicate
a. even
spoonful of liquid, only aggravates the i taste
as to be unable to discern the finest, subtlest
i -• ;i'c.
if locomotion
compulsory, the
flavors.
Some condiments we put into almost every
d the necessity may lx* lessened by having a
dish we make. What if we should put in sage, or
’"in piece of woolen llannel bound
tightly round
or a bay leaf with the same recklessness?
!'• abdomen, so as to be doubled in front, and
kept thyme,
'ell in its
Simplicity is the prime rule in cookery. This rule
place., in the practice of many years, cuts
oft'a
w
!»a\ -never failed to notice a
great many spices and flavors'. The French
gratifying result to
bdiow the'.- obseiN aiiees. [Hall’s Journal of Health. do not use so many biting condiments as do we.
Professor Blot spices his dishes more for Americans
< ii
\ i n «f
11 N'w \ uf. No acids should he cm- than for Frenchmen. 1 am often asked what is to
the place of hurtful things. Some say snow
take
i<»y« «l to dean tinware, because they attack the |
will fill the place of eggs which is sheer nonsense.
in* i a I and remove it from tin* iron of winch it forms
Study healthful combinations, and study natural
bin coat. W e refer to articles made of tin-plate,
When my attention was first attractiii* h consists of iron covered with tin. Hub the taste closely.
ed
to the amount of harmful things in food, mv first
rotten-stone
and
nil. first with
sweet-oil, then tinwas in puddings.
I used fruits
h w ith whiting and a piece of soH leather.
Arti- field of experience
made wholly of tin should be cleansed in the —they are very available in that way. f leave out
in.
My reason for
one manner,
in a dry atmosphere planished tin- many ingredients commonly put
u- w ill remain bright for a long period, hut it so doing was that 1 was a miserable invalid, and
willing to practice self-denial for the sake ofgetting
■"Mi becomes tarnished in moist air.
well. At this stage other lecture. Miss Column re<iia:vsFoN ( akpkt.S. 'fhere is nothing that nn- moved the large napkin from her table and disclosed.
[X. K. Ruralist.
*>' a tidy house-keeper so much as to have her car! 1 potted with lamp-oil or grease, and w e therefore
"i ikf known for her benefit the
following recipe for
Ui:rou.sniN<; FruxiTUKE. Oiled furniture that
tra* tingoil or grease* spots from carpets or clot lies : lias been scratched or
marred may be restored to
"Vei tin* grease spot with whiting, and let it reils original
beauty simply by rubbing boiled linseed
111 mi until it
becomes saturated with the grease: oil. used by painters, on the surface, with a wad of
rIn n
si-rape it oil', and cover it with another coat of woolen rags. Varnished furniture, dulled, may be
liting, and if this does not remove the grease, re- similarly restored
by tin* use of varnish composed
i" ‘t the
application. rriiree coats of whiting will, <d sln*lIjk* dissolved in aleboliol, applied in a similar
nmd eases, remove the grease, when it should lie
<
manner.
omnnm beeswax rubbed over furniture
I"
1,1 'du d off w itli a clothes bru h.
So savs one who and heated bv the* friction of a woolen wad briskly
!• now
u<ed, is also an excellent furniture polish.
.'!
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REMINISCENCES OF “OLD BEN TAPPAN.”
(From the Cincinnati Enquirer.)
A lusty, rasping old tile was Benjamin
Tappau—-usually styled, where he wa'known,
•■Old Ben Tappau." once a countv judge,
from which he was transferred to tiie Supreme Bench of Ohio, and from thence to a
seat in the United States Senate, trom the
Numerous are the anecdotes resame State.
lated of him in all these capacities 1 >y his
neighbors, associates, members of the ar, and
fellow-legislators in Congress. From among
the host of good things told of him. we retains: anil worse still, the fierce Spanish
On leaving the army I was appointed comA SONG.
THE WILD HORSE OF THE PLAINS.
duce to writing and print the followin'.' samOur readers will no doubt peruse with inglen, were continually attacking us. All this mandant of the swine in our village. This is
I >ing this song to one who makes
:
was not much to my taste, I confess, nothing in truth a
A pleasantness of duty;
military office, Herr Amtmann, but : terest the following sketch of the horse in his ple*the old
but blue beans to cat, and not even water to I cannot accustom the abominable brutes to primitive state, from a correspondent who
judge, as he was sometime- tyled,
Whose worth is shrined within her heart.
labored under an obliquity of vision--in fact
As well as in her beauty.
drink. Once, when the English were tread- obedience. They disobey orders in the most has travelled
the uninhabited parts of
through
the detect amounted to distortion, and gave
So fill tlie glass, let's toast the lass.
ing on our heels, I pretended to lie more insolent manner; and 1 sometimes console Texas and the adjacent territories:—
With hearts and bumpers brimmin’,
to his features, especially when c cited, a
and allowed myself to fall myself with a drop of
than
1
am,
“The
in
view
of
the
before
we
came
stupid
schnapps, especially
day
Korean it be a sin for me
sinister aspect. On one >. a a'ion,
into their hands. If this pleased them much, since my serjeant-major, my good old
To name her best of women!
dog, Rocky Mountains. 1 saw, in the greatest per- fearfully
while holding court in an interior t. wn in
it pleased me more, fori immediately entered was shot dead for indulging too
his
that
to
almost
fection,
me,
impressive and.
freely
The sparkle of the crystal wine
the (lerman Legion, ceased to hear and to taste for the chase. With my dog's recrea- sublime spectacle, an immense drove of wild Ohio, the prison or county jail of winch was
Shall be her bright eves shining.
constructed of logs, as lie was passing sento
cat
I
and
and
tions
was
not
got enough
The garlands round the beaker's brim
gabble French,
disposed to interfere, deeming horse's, for a long time hovering round our
Shall be her ringlets twining;
drink. Though blue beans were with the En- them harmless, but the foolish blockhead of a path across the prairie. I had often seen! tence upon the usual number convicted of
offences against the law, an inebriated
And so we'll claim a golden name
numbers of them before, mixed with other petty
glish as witli tlic French, an article of diet gamekeeper was of a different opinion.
From every charm about her;
individual in the customary crowd of specta—the English had two kinds of schnapps— j The Amtmann laughed.
and
like
animals,
apparently
quiet,
For angels know that here below
grazing
•But Amtmann,’ continued the brave artill- the rest. Here there were thousands, unmix- tors sung out, “That’s right, give it to him,
both most excellent. They had a schnapps
We could not live without her.
old gimlet eye.” "Who is that?" sternly de; called rum, and a schnapps called whiskey, eryman, -why have you come to question me?’ ed, unemployed : their motions, if such a com- ]
1 sing this song to one near whom
manded the court.—his sinister eye indigDo not be alarmed,’ answered the Amt- parison
it was pleasant to be able to elioose beand
be
as
and
j
as
allowed,
might
The angels seem to hover.
darting
We
the
‘the
tween
two
such
drove
nantly flashing tire, “ft's the old lioss. judge,"
conscience
of
the
mann,
has
beI
beverages.
wild
as
those
of
on
the
dowThe paragon of loveliness.
English
humming-birds
With naught in life above her;
! French before us after the battle of Yittoria, gun to prick them. They either know noth- ers. The tremendous snort with which the exclaimed the offender against “the peace
And now she's found, all gather'd round
and 1 marched to Paris, and when peace ar- ing about the rum, or have forgotten your front columns of the phalanx made known and dignity of the State." “Mr. Sheri!}’,"
The howl with good cheer brimmin'.
rived 1 went to England. There I remained fondness for it. You are to receive the reward their approach to us seemed to be their wild promptly responded the dignitary with the
Let's til! the glass and toast the hiss—
till Napoleon ran away from Elba, By-and- of your valor.’
and energetic way of expressing their pity italic t, “take that old boss to the stable, lock
The dearest one of women!
at Brussels. My career as
The face of Herr Ilundsfott Saudistel grew and disdain for the servile lot of our horses, him up, and keep him without hay, oats or
I by 1 found myself
drink for twenty-four hours,” which mandate
a soldier came to an end at the battle of Watof which they appear to be
bright and glad.
taking a survey. was forthwith
A HERO OF WATERLOO.
erloo.
About the bloody affair you have
‘But you must tell them nothing about the They were of all colors, mixed,
obeyed.
and
spotted,
The brother of Arthur. Lewis and William
From the Loudon Once-a Week.
doubtless heard enough, and I shudder when rum, Herr Amtmann,’ cried the swineherd, diversified with every hue, from the
brightest
On the 18th of June, 1815, was fought a i 1 recall it, with all its noise and eon fusion and witli sudden alarm.
white to clear and shining black: of every 15., in- differed essentially from those more
The Amtmann promisedto be silent. Forth- form and structure, from the long and slen- pious members of the family, upon the subgreat battle, memorable forever as the Battle havoc.
of religion, while they were devout proof Waterloo. By whose courage or skill was
‘I am a man of honor, and I wish to con- with, he made his
report about the discovery der race to those of firmer limbs and heavier ject
the battle won? According to the best mili- ceal nothing from you.
Therefore T frankly of the hero, abstaining from all allusion to mould ; and all
from the curveting colt fessors, he lived and died an open, avow *d
|
ages:
as the
following eliartary critics, there was abundance of courage confess that all my life I never possessed an the rum.
to the range of the patriarchal steeds, drawn j and confirmed infidel,
will clearly illustrate.
In
on both sides, but on neither side any skill, excessive, or inconvenient amount of
In short the Waterloo gold medal and a up in a line, and holding up their
courage.
heads I aeteristio incidents
high
connection with several brothers-in-law, all of
the superiority of numbers on the part of the If I was an artilleryman, it was from neoessisum of money was
to the for a survey ot us in the rear.
Sometimes
presented
large
whom were members of the bar, Judge
allies ultimately deciding the combat. Per- I ty and not from love of tiie occupation. At bemilitary guardian of the swine.
they curved their necks, and made no more [
haps it fluttered and paralyzed the Duke of ! ing ordered hither and thither, without regard
Doubtless as was natural, Herr Saudistel, progress than just enough to keep pace with Wright, < inodeiinwand the ('olliers, lie settled
Wellington that lie had to face for the first I to my taste and feelings, I growled in my aided by good rum, often recalled with glee our advance. Then there was a kind of slow at an early period in the historv of the 'stale
in the town of Steubenville,—a noted manutime the mightiest man the world had for heart. The cannonades 1 detested; because and
gratitude the famous battle in which, and walking minuet, in which they performed
centuries seen; and perhaps Napoleon began apart from the horrible dm. the enemy always with no small benefit to himself he had so various evolutions with the
facturing place on the Ohio Kivev. The prinof
the
precision
house, of entertainment, hotel, or tavern,
the awful conflict like a dispirited gambler, I rushed like a wolf on the batteries.
As soon
cipal
of
Then
a
a
conspicuously figured.
country-dance.
figures
rapid as such institutions were
who has no longer faith in bis own sagacity, as matters at Waterloo grew ugly and dangerstyled in those day-,
movement shifted the front to the rear.
Rut
was kept by a Friend (junker, known as
adroitness and fortune.
If the Duke of ous, my very moderate stock of valor
began
HOW SMITH ASKED THE OLD MAN.
still, in all their evolutions and movements
••Old Sammy J—." An extensive Female
Wellington and the Emperor Napoleon might to diminish.
Smith had asked Mr. Thompson’s daughter like the flight of sea fowls, their lines were reone of the principal institutions ni
have done better at the battle of Waterloo,
lint I made some natural and wise caloula-1 it' she
would give him a lift out of bachelor- gular and free from all indications of confus- Academy,
in the State, located in the
the same cannot be said of llundsfott tions. In my pocket I had two English shil-1
ion.
At times a spontaneous and sudden this character,
dom, and she said “Yes.”
same town, was presided over by a sanctimoniSaudistcl, whose achievements have hitherto lings. What so natural, or so wise as that I
It therefore became absolutely necessary to movement toward us almost inspired tIn* apsort of a moral Pecksniff
been buried amongst heaps of German lum- should spend those two shillings with the woous,
get the old gentleman’s permission, so, as prehension of a united attack upon us. After who hypocritical
the whole community constantly in
ber, from which we now propose to disinter man that sold drink, and one of whose best Smith said, the
kept
a
a
moment's
short
and
advance,
retrogade hot water—bv the citizens
arrangements might be made
them for the entertainment and edification of customers L was.
If courage was possible to
generally ailed
movement seemed to testify their proud estihop the conjugal twig.
■•Old Bobby It—One night at supper the
the reader.
tor me at all, it was plain that I could only
Smith said he’d rather pop the interrogatory mate of their wild independence. The infivenerable Quaker landlord, addressing a
In lSlti, while William I., of Ilesse-Cassel, get it lrom the bottle.
to all of old Thompson’s daughters, and his nite variety of their rapid movements, their
friend of the writer, then a boy learning the
was still busy with his military and other reIn the presence of peril I was a person of
sisters, and Ins lady cousins, and his aunt tamperings, and manumvres were of such a
business, remarked "There are to
forms, one of his ministers received the fol- the liveliest imagination, and uncomfortable
wild
and
terriiie
that
it
in
character,
the
and
the
whole
of his
Hannah,
required printing
country,
lowing letter from England:
thoughts commenced to throngupon my brain, female relations, than ask old Thompson. hut a moderate stretch of the fancy to sup- lie some distinguished men lu re tonight, and
if thee will take a seat in the parlor, and -it
“A brave man, a native of Electoral llesse, especially as the earth trembled under my
But it had to be done, and so he sat down and pose them th<‘ genii of these grassy plains.
serving in the English army as a member of feet from the hideous crash of the artillery. studied out a speech which he was to disgorge At one period they were formed, for an im- (putty in a corner and listen, thee will learn
and hear a great deal to thy edithe German Legion, and as an artilleryman, It occurred to me that I should be an egregi- at the
old Thompson the very first time he got mense depth, in front of us. A wheel execu- something,
atul
that will benefit thee very much.''
fication.
saved at the battle of "Waterloo an English ous fool to expose myself to the risk of being
a shy at him.
.So Smith dropped in on him ted almost with the rapidity of thought hreour friend did as directed, and in
battery. All the artillerymen had been shot killed, and a greater fool still to let the French one Sunday
sented them hovering on our thinks. Then Accordingly
had
when
the
evening,
family
a short time there gathered in a company
down, and a French regiment of cuirassiers become heir of the two shillings. Common meandered around
to meeting, and found him again, the cloud of dust that enveloped their
oftho parties already named, along
rushed on the battery with the wildest fury. sense demanded that I should change the
movements cleared away, and
a sum in beer measure.
presented composed
with a wealthy iron-master from Pittsburg,
The valiant man, who, unassisted, had load- money into rum. and accordingly into rum I doing
them
in
our
rear.
I
“How are you, Smith ?” said old Thompson,
They evidently operated who owned considerable
ed all the pieces with grapcsliot, fearlessly speedily changed it.
property in .Steubenas the former walked in, white as a piece of [ as a great annoyance to the horses and mules
seized the match, and with the1 rapidity of
Inspired by two shillings’ worth of rum, I chalk, and trembling as if lie had swallowed j of our cavalcade. The frighted movements, ville.
Chief among tile crowd, however, was old
lightning hurled the whole lire of the battery felt brave for the moment. But drowsiness a condensed
earthquake. Smith was afraid the increased indications of fatigue, sulli- Ben Tappan. After descanting upon the uat the approaching horsemen.
So frightful and a tendency of my legs to eccentric moveto answer,‘cause he wan’t sure about that ! eiently evinced; with their frequent neighrious prominent topics of the day. in which
was the slaughter that the whole regiment ment, made me believe that
my fittest position speech. He knew he had to keep his grip on I ings, what unpleasant neighbors they consida prominen t part, the subjei t of
broke and tied. Hereby the English grena- was a horizontal one.
So much polities bore
it while he had it there, or it would slip from ered their wild compatriots to be.
was broached, and a lengthy amt andiers gained time to secure the battery, which
When then I returned to the battery, I him
religion
did
our
horses
to
sutler
from
than
an oiled eel through an
appear
fatigue
quicker
arose over the system of
had been defended by the intrepidity of a threw myself down beside one of the guns
and terror, in consequence of their vivacity, imated discussion
auger hole. So he blurted out—
rewards and punishments set forth in the
single man. England delights in being grate- and lay as still as a stone.
were
of
some
that
we
to
drive
“Mr. Thompson, sir: Perhaps it may not
thinking
way
the subject
ful, but on this occasion was unable to recomMy comrades perhaps thought that a blue be unknown to you, that during an extended them oil': when on a sudden a patient and Bible. DuriSig the entire detiate
of this sketch—albeit given to the discussion
pense adequately, or at all, a distinguished bean had got into my stomach; no tone of
of some five years, 1 have been busily laborious donkey of the establishment, that
of such topics—had remained perfectly silent,
service. The German Legion was dissolved, them disturbed me, IIow long I slept I know period
in the prosecution of a commercial appeared to have regarded all their movewhen one ot the party, taking advantage of a
and the gallant artilleryman was forgotten. not, but when I awoke the cannon balls were engaged
ments with philosophic inditlerenee. pricked
lull in conversation, remarked, "Let us hear
But when the army reports were perused sweeping the face of the hill on which the enterprise—”
Is that so, and kcepin’ it a secret all this up his long ears, and gave a loud and most j
what Brother Tappan lias to say on this imafresh, the grievous neglect was at once dis- battery stood. All my comrades had disap- time, while 1
his
j
sonorous
from
vocal
shell.
Instantbray
thought you were tendin’store?
covered. It has become an urgent duty to peared. Whether they had run away, or had
portant subject,'’which call met with a unanone of them now, ly this prodigious multitude, and there were
Well,
imous second from the crowd. “Well," heatone for the oversight.
We very respectful- been slain by the enemy, I know not. But ain’t by?”George, you’re
thousands
of
took
what
the
them,
Spaniards I ran he. in his u.-tial
you
whining, sipieakitig tone,
ly, therefore, request you to make enquiries this I knew that a French regiment of cuirasa
With
Smith had began to think it all over again, called the “stampado."
trampling
the Scriptures teach us hat the
for the man, whose name is Hundsfott Saudis- siers was dashing up towards the battery at
like thi‘ noise of thunder, or still more like “gentlemen,
to get the run of if.
the just, and upright men of this earth
lel, and who is doubtless, for his high char- full gallop.
“Mr. Thompson, sir: Prehaps it may not that of an earthquake, a noise that was abso- good,
will be rewarded hereafter according to their
acter and notable achievements, known to
With much zeal I cursed in my soul the be unknown
took to their heels, and
to
that
the
appalling,
extended
lutely
they
|
you,
during
works, and that the wicked will lie punished
many persons. The large gold war medal, French rascals, and devoutly wished that they period of five
were all in a lew moments invisible, in the
years, 1 have been busily engagin a corresponding rate, but may 1 lie d—d it
and suitable sum of money, we wish to [dace were in the fiery regions where pepper grows. ed
in the prosecution of a commercial enter- verdant depths of the plains, and we saw
1 wouldn't rather go to li—11 with Julius
in his hands without delay in recognition of
But I had not much time for cursing. It
»
them
no
more.”
with
the
determination to secure a
prise,
Ciesar. Xapoleou Bonaparte, Tom Paine, Volthe bold and famous feat.”
was no joke to behold so near, that onrush of
sufficient maintenance—”
and all that crowd, than to go to heaven
Not small was the astonishment caused in glittering breastplates and sabres.
lSliiciiAM Yoim:'.' I'm.,\tki:. Mr. Crosby taire,
“Sit down,Smith, and help yourself to beer. |
with old Bobby II—•*' All nl which was. ot
< tassel by this epistle.
Such excessive modesIf taken and recognized, I was sure to be
Don’t be standing there holdin’ your hat, like a S. Xoyi's, Kdilor of the Washington (D C.)
ty had never been heard of before. A man forthwith and without ceremony shot. My blind beggar, with paralysis. I never have Star, now on a tour to California, gives the course, very edifying and instructive to our
of rare stamp must this Hessian hero be. own life seemed very valuable to me comparyoung friend, who was all cars to this \ ers in
seen you behave yourself so queer in all mv following description of the theatre patron"(cresting discussion.
Diligent search had to be made for the war- ed to the lives of hundreds of Frenchmen.
ized by the batter l):i\ Saints:
born days.”
It i- well known to every one w ho has paI sprang to a loaded cannon, pointed it and
rior, who would no doubt blush for his own
Saturday night we \ isited Brigham Young's s,.(|
} Smith had bom knocked out again, and so
renown, as soon as a whisper thereof reached tired it off.
any time in \\ ashington (hiring a session
theatre.
I.otta
was
the
star
and
had
to
wander
back
the
and
he
take
a
fresh
play of
again
his ear. It seemed almost cruelty to disturb
When I saw the slaughter the grapeshot ;
Congress, that .the Federal Capital i~, at
| “The Firelly." It was put on the stage ven |
start.
sttt'h times, besieged by an army ot genteel
the philosopher in his profound retirement. made, 1 shouted and daneed in the exuber"Mr. Thompson, sir : It may not lie unknown j well, and very well performed b\ a stoek
Yet a descendant of George II. could not ance of my glee. A second and a third gun j
professional beggars, of both sexes -those of
of
mends
rs of the Morto you, that during an extended period of live Company
amateurs,
the male persuasion being generally of the
treat disdainfully a request coming from the I pointed and tired off. and in swift succession
I have been engaged in the prosecu- mon Clutreli. A Mrs. Clawson, one of Brigblack-coated order, i hie of this .da
chiefs of the English military administration. the whole battery. Fortunately for me, but | years,
having
lion of a commercial enterprise, with the dc- ham Young's daughters, and wife of the manlevied the usual tax. upon a number ol the
A letter was therefore dispatched to every not fortunately for the poor French fellows,
to procure a sufficient mainte- I ager, was on the stage, taking tin part of
termination
two Houses, during Senator
district magistrate of Ilesse-Cassel. Minute every gun had already been loaded by busier j
! Marquise, she had a graceful figure and members of the of
nance—”
term
service, a waggish parly,
and persevering investigation was earnestly hands than mine, ere I applied a single
"A which anee?” asked old Thompson; but | went through her part pleasingly, lntl is no | Tappau's
the old man's peculiar proclivities
I
urged. If the Great Unknown who was like- match.
Smith held on to the last word us if it was his actress. The theatre, winch seats about 1700 knowing
on the subject of religion, and also aware of
wise the Great Known, was still alive, he
How grapeshot mowed man and horse
chance, and went on :
people, is a handsome building, but by no his close-tistedness in contributing to charicould not fail to be discovered when so many down, you can readily conceive, Herr Amt- only
means
sustains
the
••In the hope that some day I might enter
extravagant eulogiums of ties of any kind, gave this solicitor for aid to
eyes were with hunger spying for the tracks mann. The cuirassiers fell like snowflakes, wedlock, and bestow
my earthly possessions Bowles, who, in his “Across the Continent,’- the church his address, advising him to call
of his footsteps. But every district magis- and those who escaped dashed right and left,
upon one whom 1 could call my own. I have ranks it in “elegance of structure and finish, at a certain hour in the evening, assuring him
trate, the more he darted fussily hither, and from the dust and the smoke with all convenbeen a lonely man, sir, and have felt that it costumes and scenery, along with tin1 operathat the Ohio senator was apery pious and
looked into all sorts of questions, the more ient speed.
houses and Academies of Music of Boston,
is not good for man to be alone; therefore I
benevolent man, and would doubtless eon
Doubtless I was saved as well as the bathe was doomed to disappointment. ManNew York, Philadelphia, Chicago and Cinwould—”
tribute largely to the object lie had in charge.
ifestly the illustrious Saudistel had vanished tery. But how long? The shattered and
“Neither is it, Smith; I’m glad you drop- cinnati." Such language is simply absurd;
to enjoy the fun, the parly were
from the earth.
scattered masses formed a fresh onset.
in. I low’s the old man?” “Mr. Thomp- in fact we find that Bowles is a good deal on Eager
on hand at the pin 'e designated b
At last, an Amtmann, more fortunate than
With the celerity of the wind, I cleaned the ped
promptly
his
hook.
the
all
the
xva\
son, sir,” said Smith, in despairing confuthrough
gusli
Brig- fore the appointed time, l he Senator, who
his brethren, found in a village on the ex- guns and loaded them anew. With eye all
the
theatre, but does not was one of the
sion, raising his voice to a yell, "it may not ham Young owns
judiciary committee of the
treme frontier of tin; mighty realm of Ilesse- attention, and with hand all alertness, I was
It is leased by 11. B. Clawson and
lie unknown to you that, during an extended run it.
House of which he was a member, was busily
Cassel, a hermit who was called Samlistel, about to discharge them when the Knglish, in
period of a lonely man, I have been engaged John T. Caine, Clawson being one ot the nu- engaged in drawing up an important report,
and who might be presumed to be the miss- stormy mood, and with stormy step, came on to
enter wedlock, and bestowed all my enter- merous son-in-law of BrighSm.
Brigham to be presented next day. Inviting them to
been
had
the
who
and
seized
the
soldier
hill.
and
the
ing artilleryman,
battery
on one whom I could determine to be
goes frequently to the theatre and occupies take seats, he
in the English service, and who, by one grand
kept on at his work, and in a
‘Whore are the other artillerymen ?’ asked prise for
certain possessions—no, 1 mean— sometimes a private box, but for the most part short time the solicitor for the church enter
good
the colonel of the regiment.
deed, had made himself immortal.
that is—that—Mr. Thompson, sir; it may not a largo rocking-chair in the middle of the
It is seldom that the district magistrate can
‘I know not,’ I replied.
prise arrived, and, after being duly presented,
be, unknown—”
parquette, that part of the house being
render himself great by coming in contact
‘II ive you alone discharged the guns?’ he
proceeded to unfold his mission to the old
for
reserved
the
and
the
Gentiles
“And then, again, it may. Look here,
Saints,
who still kept on writing—lating.
with greatness. We can pardon, therefore, further required.
to
the
dress
circle.
The reprobate,
Smith ; you’d better lay down and take some- being assigned
other things, that tile Lord treasury
our Amtmann for shouting a loud shout of
Can you imagine a more stupid question,
among
theatre seems to he a place of social evenain’t well.”
was empty, and having heard a great deal ot
Ilcrr Amtmann? The blockhead might have thing warm—you
victory.
Smith, swearing like a lour year old colt, ing meeting for the Mormons, and most of the
In hot haste the Amtmann fired at the her- seen that no one else was near.
liberality and generositv ot hi- senatorial
the prominent Mormon families were reprewent in again.
listener, had called to receiv, his donation to
mit a whole battery of interrogations. The
‘Who else?’ said I.
“Air. Thompson, sir: It may not be lonely sented in the parquette. Two entire slips in the
hermit was stalwartly built and might have
‘And did you alone load the guns anew
good work. This harangue being ended.
to you to prosecute me whom you a friend, the parquette next the rocking-chair xvore reOld lien looked up from his paper and took
laid some claim to good looks; but his nose with grapeshot?’
for a commercial maintenance, but—but—eh served for Brigham Young's families, and a
had a suspicious tinge, a coppery red, which
‘Who else?’ cried I, much annoyed at being
good look with his cross-eye at his visitor,
were occupied by them, as was also a long
it—Air. Thompson, sir: It—”
and with a measured nasal drawl, answered
is not generally supposed to be the best catechised in such a silly schoolboy fashion. —dang
a
entrance.
side
Those
“Oh, Smith, you talk like a fool. I never
private
slip having
and said: "Mv friend, it’ I mistake not, the
embellishment for noses. As a rule, it cannot
But the catechising was not yet over. I
seen first-class idiot in the course of
my whole occupying them were mostly children, with good book somewhere says that the earth
be called a watery color, for it never arises was requested to tell my name and so on. The
life. What’s the matter with you, anyhow ?’’ a predominance of girls. Young was not is tin* Lord's and the fulness thcreol,
id
from the excessive drinking of water.
truth I avowed without distortion, or embe“Air. Thompson, sir,” said Smith, in an present, and his rocking-eliair was occupied that he owns the cattle on a thousand hills
The better to be a hermit, Herr Ilundsfott lislnnent, or boasting, though with some slight
agony of bewilderment, “it may not be known first by Brother George A. Smith, First Counso?" lining answered in the allirm:;
Samlistel undertook the humble and by no and pardonable
suppressions. I neither that you prosecuted a lonely man who is not sellor to Young, a stout, jovial-looking per- Is it not
he continued: “Well, such being the
means onerous duties of swineherd.
to
the
two
officer
about
the
spoke
shillings’ good for a commercial period of wedlock for sonage, with a florid face and a red wig. lie live, if
ease,
you say the Lord's treasury is empty
“What can I do to serve you, excellent worth of rum, nor of my profound slumber some five
was succeeded in the rocking-chair by a Mrs.
years, but—”
Herr Amtmann?” asked the valiant swine- beside the cannon, nor of the hearty curses
why the h—II don’t he sell some ol hi- cat“See here, Air. Smith, you’re drunk, and Brigham Young, a sloutish, plainly dressed
tle!'’’,Immediately after this speech, he placed
herd, with speech not so thick, and with nose which I had learned to tling at the French. if
you can’t behave better than that, you’d woman of forty, who in turn gave Way to Brig- his sinister eye again in close proximity to
not so coppery as usual, as it was early in The officer was neither an inquisitor nor a
of
also
ham
and
Jr.,
build,
better leave; if you don't, I’ll chuck you out,
heavy
Young,
his paper, while the solicitor, utterly conthe day.
police agent, and, as he was not inclined to or I’m a Dutchman.”
somewhat bald. He was in Washington last
founded by this (to him) utterly unexpected
‘Sit down,1 said graciously, the self-im- probe very keenly, I stated no more than was
he
will
remembered.
No.
(is
“Air. Thompson, sir,” said Smith frantic winter, it
Slip
reception, heat a hasty retreat.
portant magistrate, ‘and answer me clearly, absolutely indispensable.
with despair, “it may not be unknown to you is allotted to the family of the late Ileber C.
and
Have
ever
was
the
and
officer’s
correctly
honestly.
you
Frequent
extravagant
PAPER PETTICOATS.
that my earthly possessions are engaged to Kimball, and the odd sight was presented of
served as a soldier under the English?’
praise of my courage, resolution and skill.
An exchange says the uses to which paper
enter wedlock five years with a sufficiently seven ot his sons, all nearly of a size and
1
Herr
was
the
‘1
must
make
Amtmann,’
‘Certainly have,
Wellington acquainted with lonely man, who is not good for a commer- dressed alike in linen coats, sitting in a row. can be put seems to be in no way exhausted
reply.
your wonderful achievement,’ he said in con- cial maintenance—”
Slip fit), behind this, xvas occupied by Daniel yet. Paper collars have become a great fact
•llow did you come into the British ser- elusion.
“The very deuce he isn’t. Now you jist git T. Wells, Mayor of Salt bake City. One of of the present nineteenth century, but what
vice?’ Herr Hundsfott Saudistel shrugged
‘You can do herein as you think proper,’
of his children to fill will ladies say to paper petticoat'!' These
up and git’ or I’ll knock what little‘brains out his wives, and enough
his shoulders, and with the ease of a soldier was
Three of his have been produced with great success, and
out the slip, xvore present.
my answer.
of you you’ve got left.”
who had seen the world, lie began his narMy comrades had now come once more on
With that, old Thompson took Smith and daughters are pretty enough to be belles any- will rival-in every way the snow-white and
rative :
the scene which they had quitted—not as- shot him into the street as if he’d run
him where. The audience was decidedly demo- elaborately ornate garments poor male mor‘You must know, Herr Amtmann, that I suredly from any excess of courage.
The
out
at
the
a
rate
of cratic in appearance. Most of the men, in- tals are accustomed to look upon with fear
locomotive,
going
: against
was one of the conscripts sent from Hessestamp of the coward was upon them, and
miles an hour. Before old Thompson cluding the high dignitaries, wore linen coats, and reverence. We have all heard of the
Cassel to join the French army in Spain. In the}- would have had some difficulty in escap- forty
had time to shut the front door, Smith collect- and one young man was in his shirt sleeves. artist who used to make caricatures ol his
that tine country there were blue beans in ing the coward’s doom if their services had
friends upon his shirt-collars, and the author
ed his legs and one thing and another that
but
were
not
abundance,
they
good for eat- not been urgently needed.
The Hath Times says there is a rock in the who inscribed an epic upon a couple of dozwere lying around on the pavement, arranged
and
a
who
soldier
had
The fire began again, for again the French himself in a vertical
ing,
got one of them
position, and yelled out: Androscoggin river, just above the toll bridge on of the same useful article of attire. Thu-,
into his stomach immediately lost his appe- advanced, but they encountered a fresh check;
“Air. Thompson, sir: It may not be known at Brunswick, which rises some liiteen loot we see a field of great usefulness for the pet
tite, and could never drink any more for I had given each of the guns a bellyful of
Voting ladies can
to you”—which made the old man so wretch- above the water, and will weigh 15 or 20 tons, ticoats for the future.
schnapps. T was fond neither of the blue grapeshot. A very sour taste, indeed, had ed‘mad
that lie went out and set a bull terrier but which was never visible there before this make sketches from nature on tln-ir own petbeans, nor of the French, and as T heard that the grapes which 1 made the French swallow. on Smith before he had a chance to lift a brospring. It is supposed, says an exchange, ticoats. Every damsel her own sketch-book,
the English had landed, and had a benevo- But who knows what the. upshot would have
that it became frozen into the ice last winter will be their motto. Poets can inscribe sonand
there
was
a
scientific
with
gan,
dog-tight,
lent desire to show us the way back to the been if the Prussians had not arrived.
odds in favor of the dog, for lie had an awful and was thus transported to its position, or nets to their mistress' ankles round the hem
mountains
we
had
we
crossed
Prussians
the
aid
of
the
hurled
the
frightfully high
By
else that it has been lying heretofore near of her petticoat. Mothers can have fairy
hold for such a small animal.
when we entered Spain, I felt a strong desire French from the field, and the battle was
Smith afterwards married the girl, and where it now is and was merely turned up by tales, alphabets, and small scholastic works
to aid them in their kind attempt, not to em- won.
lived
about two months. At the end the ice freezing to it and the force of the wa- inscribed on their garments, and so instruct
Once more I went to Paris, once more to of thathappily
ploy our customary phrase.’
time he told a confidential friend that ter. It is quite a curious fact and affords a their children as they walk about with them.
‘That is to say, you wanted to desert,’ England. With much eagerness and impahe would willingly take more trouble and un- a practical illustration of the power of ice Fancy the announcement, "Madam Percale
cried the magistrate, with a smile.
tience 1 waited to receive the reward of my
a million more dog bites to get rid of and water.
begs leave to call the attention of the ladies
dergo
‘If the expression pleases you better, by all vaunted bravery. But I waited in vain. 1
about to visit the sea-side to her new and
her.
means use it,’ proceeded Saudistel.
‘But we suppose there must have been some whisper
The Walerville Mail says: A new Car richly-embroidered petticoats at one shilling
had good cause for wanting to be off, I can about th(‘ two shillings’ worth of rum. At
A California woman, having a very slight fitted as a refrigerator and supplied with iee each. Each petticoat contains an installment
The English had plenty to eat all events 1 was dismissed very coolly—almost
assure you.
acquaintance with paper mono}-, was shown has just been put upon the Portland & Ken- of a new novel of great domestic interest, by
and drink, while we suffered bitter hunger contemptuously—without either praise or a twenty-live cent note of our postal
currency. nebec railroad, for the purpose of conveying Mr. Anthony Trollope, entitled ‘Pucks or
and thirst. Even water was not to be had; money.
I could have dispensed with the She turned it oyer with keen
“It fresh meat through to Boston in good condition Frills.’ The story will be complete in lifty
curiosity.
for, though 1 have never liked water, I would praise. When I came home I found that our seems v ery strange to tne that it should be
weekly petticoats.” There is no reason whatSusan It. Anthony insists that man and wife shall ever
willingly have swallowed it in the absence of old elector had retired to his Dominions. I money,” she said: “it don’t look like money.”
why journalism should not be 'repreThe
furniture dealers of Santogether.
anything else. The redcoats, pressing for- had again to be a soldier, and, like my com- What does it look like?” “Well (hesitating- not sleepOhio,
in litis way. For example, the Daily
sented
read
have
Susan's
article
and have
dusky.
ever on, drove us nearer to the high moun- rades, I wore a false pigtail, not having a
ly, and with the utmost sincerity) it—looks— named
the forlorn single bedsteads in use in hotels Petticoat, a journal for ladies; or live Weekly
like—a label for an oyster ean."
gucrrilla troops bursting from height and natural one.
Pianforte and (iirl's (lazette. [Albany Argus.
and hoarding houses ••Susanthonies.”
--
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>ati>fird. The lessons of the
A Homan At i ah; was the hanging of
admonish the lendor that it is not well to he over-anxious in exacthas. Orme, the murderer at Stroudsburg,
in" from the borrower rigid compliance with the
Pennsylvania, on "Wednesday. The murder
letter ol' the bond. If provision be made for the
was committed on the 25tli of
Sept, last, and
payment of the indebtedness of the Goverment in
the manner suggested, our nation will
Orme, with his confederate, was arrested the
TliniSDAV, AUGUST 19, 1*69.
rapidly recover its wonted prosperity.
Its interests require
-atnc day.
The trial began on the 28th ol
that
some measure should be taken to release the
December and they were sentenced to be
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY M< DtNIND.
large amount of capital invested in the securities
hanged on the 2(5th of January. The ease was
"f the Government. It is not now merely unpro—BY—
carried up to the Supreme Court, however,
duct i\v, but in taxation annually consumes $150,000he used by our enon petition for anew trial, which was refused,
SIM PS( >N, bOO, which wouldinotherwise
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terprising people
adding to the wealth of the nalirooks. the accomplice of'Orme, made a colltion.
Our commerce, which at one time successPROPRIETOR.
AND
EDITOR
In April an attempt
ie- ion of Ids guilt.
fully rit ailed the great maritime powers, has rapidwas made by the prisoners to escape, and
In advance, $2.00 a year; !y diminished.
Suns< t.iption Tkiois.
And our industrial interests arc iu
lirooks succeeded, but is supposed to have within the year, $2.50: at the expiration ot the year $:i.OO. a depressed and languishing condition. The develAdvertising Terms. For one square, (one inch of
died from cold and hunger in the mountains- length in column, $1.25 for three works, and 25 cents lor opment of our inexhaustible resources is checked
Oriiu- ha< since made preparations to escape, each subsequent insertion. A fraction of a square charg- | and the fertile lichls of the South are becoming
waste for want of means to till them. With the
but was detected and foiled. He also saved ed ns a full one.
release of capital new life would he infused into the
of
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from
the prescripquantity
morphine
up
Administrators, Kxcutors and Huaudiaxs de- paralized energies of our people, and activity and
tions given him during his imprisonment, and siring their advertisements published in the Journal, vigor imparted to every branch of industry. Our
will please so state to the Court, as all advertising not so people need encouragement in their effort's to recontemplated suicide, blit gave it up vol- directed is withheld from this paper.
cover from the effects of the rebellion and of
injudiuntarily to a gentleman who visited him last
cious legislation, and it should lie the aim of the
week.
l'he scaffold was erected in a cell,
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which
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l'lie ceremonies were of the usual character, changed,
early release from the burdens which impede their
has been sent as well as that to which it is to go.
and Orme made a long and rambling speech,
prosperity. And we should at least manifest a willto help to hear them.
M. l’E'l ten <; n.i. & Co., 0 Stale St., Roston ingness
saying that be had been unfairly tried and
:jr Turk Row, New York, are our authorize'! Agents
convicted on false evidence. He also com- ana
all remember with what torrents ot
for procuring subscriptions and forwarding advertiseplained of the treatment be bad received, j ments.
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flggrS. R. Nii.es. No. 1 Scolluy's Ruildintr, Court M.,
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England at
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will receive advertisements lor this paper, at the lowest !
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a demand was made that
tinnext
mail,
by
cast over the land, and its utterances sank
the execution be postponed until that time,
Subscribers are requested to take notice ot the date on into the minds of the people.
and another wrangle took place, which was the colored
slips attached to the paper. It is the only
When Mr. Johnson went home, it was with
the
ended
acFor instance, 1.1 May <>s,
form of receipt now used.
by
proposition being
dually
is paid to that date. When
that
the
means
The
ceded to.
the
prisoner descended from the a new payment subscription
purpose as we said before, of asking the
is made, the date will be immediately
•i-all'old, and the spectators adjourned for din- changed to correspond, and thus a receipt in full is sent people of his state to decide between him and
On reassembling, the parties took their with every paper. Subscribers in arrears are requested
ner.
those with whom he took issue. lie engaged
to forward the sums due.
places. Tlie arrangements were very elumff^*In sending money, state THE POST OFFICE to
actively in the canvas, and made frequent
-ih made, and when the rope which held the which the paper is sent.-d?#
addresses to the people. In all of them he
upright supporting the drop was pulled Orme
fell, the rope snapped above his head and he
advanced the sentiments above quoted, enFoil aOVFUKOJl,
fell to the ground, being almost stunned,
forcing them with argument and illustration
lb- w as raised, and the cap taken from his
Franklin
pertinent to the time and place. The radical
face. Again he was taken upon the scaffold
OF VATHRYILLH.
A corresuni the hanging was repeated.
telegraph despatches reported that the Expondent thus describes the scene that enPresident was running the canvass in TennesCONVENTION.
DEMOCRATIC
COUNJY
-tied :—
see on a repudiation
of
of
Waldo
are
The
Democrats
the
platform. When the
County
requested
The hotly fell about four feet anti rebound-!
to meet in Convention by their Delegates, }:t. the Comt
oil slightly as the noose tightened about the House in Belfast, on SATUKDA l', AUGUST 21st, at 1( returns came in, it proved that the Johnson
i'i i-k.
The rope did not break, but the knot o’clock, A. M., to nominate Candidates for Senators, ticket had carried the State hy an immense
and County Treasurer.
if the noose struck the man's throat directly County Commissioner entitled
to two delegate*, and one majority, and that a Legislature had been
Each town will be
under the chin, and his struggle with death additional for every 2.5 votes thrown lor l'illsbury in lfcOS.
chosen that is certain to send the chief reTo add A majority fraction also entitles to a delegate.
was consequently a prolonged one.
.1. B. WADLIX,
j
the
scene
the
muslin
pudiator to the United States Senate.
to
that
additional horror
•i. W. MUDGETT, | Democratic
J.F. HALL,
Tf the sentiments of the
mud his arms behind him iiad not been tied
|
message be reG. E. WALLACE, )•
County
tight enough, and several times, while the
then has the great State of TennesHIRAM YVIXG.
|
pudiation,
Imdv was dangling in the air, the right hand
J.F. ELLIOT,
j Committee.
j
see embraced
the doctrine, and given the
CHAS. ELLIOT.
J
was raised to the neck and citing convulsive1800.
Belfast, .July 20,
most convincing evidence of her conversion
The
to the shirt bosom, near the throat.
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THE CANVAS IN OHIO.
Moke Tkoi hle. In addition to the HiehColumbus, August 12, lsitt).
born schism in the radical church in
Maine,
General llosecrans having (Inclined the democratic
nomination for Governor the Democratic State Cen- ;!ln irrepressible conflict has broken out among
tral Committee assembled here
yesterday to fill the the newspapers of that persuasion on the
vacancy on the ticket. After consultation it was
agreed that it was inexpedient to call a convention, subject ot a successor to Fessenden, whose
and as it then appeared to the committee there was term
expires in 1871—and this, too, almost
but one man whocould fully command the confidence
ofthe people. George II. Pendleton was unanimous- before the ashes of the Ilamlin and Morrill
ly nominated. He could not be induced to accept the contest are cold. The
Bangor Jeffersonian
nomination until it was apparent that the democracy universally insisted that he should do so. Upon has an article, full to the brim of bitterness,

|

the announcement of the result of the committee
and acceptance by Mr. Pendleton, an immense
meeting was improvised in the State House yard,
and addresses were delivered bv Colonel
Moneypenny, president ofthe meetingMilton Saylor, a
candidate for the nomination: Senator Thurman,
Trank McKinney, Colonel Connell and Representative fallen. The crowd was most
enthusiastically
shouting about the streets, apparently convinced
that the beloved name, Pendleton, will
carry everything before it. Pendleton has accepted the nomination and intends to make a vigorous canvass and
all agree that he will be elected.

accusing Fessenden of perambulating the
State for
electioneering purposes. The Portland Advertiser takes up the
for the
cudgels

assailed Senator, and wages a combat at once
with the Jeffersonian and Lewiston Journal.

eloquence of his utterances, have felt
their hearts go out towards him with intuitive
love and trust. lie is sound,
sagacious, hopeful of the future for
Democracy, and true as
steel to the cause of the people. Ohio has
done well, and we shall look for a swoenin0*

victory.
c have never found it in our liearts to
complain
of the sensitiveness of the Democracy at the roll
call of their former and present leaders who took
as active a
part in the rehellion as their eireiunstanees would permit.
The Forrests, the 8cmmeses, the Morgans, the Mosehvs, the Davises are
not men of whom to lie proud. 'But it does seem a
little severe in the Belfast Journal to
arraign the
Radical party for "all the fearful loss of shipping
that the country lias sustained.” [Bangor
Whig.

The radical party controlled the affairs of
the country. It employed such men as it
ly
liked. It dismissed those it did not like. It
left hand also, as the body swung against the
and purpose. Is it not time tor those who
had all the men, all the money, all the
IN
TENNESSEE.
hold
of
one
side
of
the
THE
LESSON
ships
platdrop, grasped
are making these terrible exactions from the
it asked. Its duty was to protect the comform and clutched it for several seconds and
A few weeks ago we look occasion to re- substance of the
to ask themselves
people,
became
and
weakened
was
when it finally
merce of the
country. Did it do so? Let the
view the state and tendency of public feeling whether
they are not laying on the load sad
■■impelled to relax its hold it closed on the
of the war and our diminished
and
to
warn
history
the
the
bond
question,
hoards so firmly that the grating of the finger upon
beyond the patience of the country to bear?
commerce answer.
nails could be plainly heard all over the hall. holders of these securities ot the growing The
signs are portentious. The people arc
What really had the administration to overI or fifteen minutes the poor fellow struggled
we
saw
danger of repudiation. Especially
arranging themselves on this question pre- come
\ ioleutly, and was not dead until twenty-five
upon the sea? All the cruisers that the
the cloud rising in the South, w here the imparatory to the next great Presidential con- rebels
minute- had elapsed from the time he was
got afloat were but four, in as many
s\\ utig off.
poverished condition of the people is unfavor- test. The issue cannot be in doubt. The
Alabama, Florida, Shenandoah and
years—-the
of
this
and
investments
where
able to
kind,
bondholders must abate their demands or i
A
lloii.-i; STuiiV." Thu Lewiston JourI'allahasse. And with all the vast resources
on
account
of
the
exists
ignoring lake the consequences.
indignation
of the country at its command, with which to
nal is responsible for the following:—
of claims equally binding with those of the
"A few days since we noted the statement bondholder. And the taxation that is exacted
overcome these vessels, the
Whig undertakes
THE BOLTERS JUSTIFIED.
that a horse had been stolen from a stable in
to aceeount for the loss of American
to meet these heavy and unjust claims is felt
shipping
The
temperance men of the republican parthis city in the night time and that only the
of Scmmcs! All the power of the
horse and halter were removed. The lynx- there more severely in proportion as the ly, who distrust Chamberlain and believe that by talking
eyed officers of the law were put on the track country is inpoverished. This state of things the mass of those who were active in his re- United States navy, under radical direction,
of the rogue and every part of the neighborcould not suffice to stop four small vessels
we hold must produce its natural and inevit- nomination are not true friends of the cause
ing country diligently scoured. It was an- able fruit—a determination to
from
destroying three million tons of Ameriget rid of this ol‘temperance, are afforded daily evidence of
nounced at one time that the stern officers of
can shipping!
at
cost.
the correctness of their theory. The cloven
any
justice had got a clue to the monkery, and Injustice
But say the apologists for this state of
tli.it one officer bad set eyes on the fugitive
As evidence of the correctness of the foot is more and more
plainly to he seen.
horse in a neighboring county. One gentlethings.
England aided and abetted the rebels.
views tin'll advanced, let an examination be The leaders talk boldly a free nun
platform, Did she? Well, that is
man
who though somewhat advanced in
just what a Demothe
made
of
circumstances
the
late
and the Chamberlain organs lean affection-I
attending
years, has excellent eyes and ears left, saw a
cratic administration would not have permitin
the
election
and
adTennessee,
rider
his
at
an
house
hour
atclv
toward
the
arguments
fugitive
pass
early
whisky barrels. Their aron the
morning of the deviltry herewith dressed to the people in a canvass which re- ticles savor of jingling glasses and whisky ted—it it is possible to conceive of such a
It
concerned.
was very evident that he was
state of tilings under a democratic adminissulted in an anti-administration majority of
punch—in the same columns that onee dis- tration. It
ttie rogue. The likelihood that the rogue
would have suffered no British
60.000. The central figure in that contest coursed so
of
the
virtues
of
temcould escape had materially diminished, m
persuasively
intermeddling.
During the Crimean war,
was Ex-President Johnson—the leader whose
this discovery.
perance.
when a British minister sanctioned enlistments
While the probabilities thus grew apace presence animated and whose voice enPerhaps the most remarkal.de conversion on
that the villain would be brought to justice,
American soil, a Democratic President
couraged the victors. He had appealed from in this respect is that of the Progressive A<rc, j
the owner of the stolen horse, two days after
sent him home, and took the consepromptly
condemnation
and
abuse
of
the radical the radical paper in this city. From the ex- j
the robbery, happened to visit his barn— the
When the Austrian navy seized an
quences.
and
its
h>
the
administration
oil
tremest
the
radicalism
of
and
no
doubt
presses
ruin-sellpeodesolate,
subject
lonely
feeling like the
American
citizen in the harbor of Smyrna, a
nem
who locked his stable after tin1 horse!
ple of Tennessee. lie stood before ih m up- ing and drinking, and a demand for severe]
South Carolina navy officer trained his guns
on tlic record of hi- whole political life,
lint penalties, it has swung clear around until it j
on thrice his force, compelled the release, of
it may be doubted whether any at I era nee of has become an apologist for both rum-sel
ling the man, and received the commendations of
with
had
the
electors
of
and nun-drinking, best it lie thought that
greater weight
ped for oats. The burden was repeated. his
a Democratic administration.
Whence did it come? Xo horse was to lie that State than the hold assault made upon we present this matter too stronglv,
we !
°
In 1812, a democratic administration, for
-ecu.
At last curiosity directed attention to the
injustice involved in the financial system copy a few extracts from the Age of different
the basement of the barn, whither tending,
far less wrongs than destroying one half our
of the country, which formed a portion of dates, which show its contrasted
opinions j
: he lost animal was discovered, affectionateshipping, and when the disparity was greater
Mr. Johnson’s last annual message. We within a
year or two—
ly imploring for hay 1 Investigation showed
than
now, declared war against England.
that the animal had become loose in her sta- copy it below
From the Frog. Age,
July; I'rom the Prog. Age, Aug. !; She was made to feel in
20, 1807.
juries as well as iule, and in wandering about the place, had
The fruits of their labor- should bo enjoyed by |
1:5, 1809.
tohuild up and sustain
Liquor drinking is a habit| Tiiat partial intoxication! tliet them. So fast and frequent was the cap■hepped on a weak part of the floor whose our citizens rather thanin used
ami
one of the worst habits.; causes crimes, in some in- |
our
own
and
other
lands.
boards bonding beneath her weight, let her moneyed monopolies
Our foreign debt is already computed by the Secre- There is not one person in stances, to be committed ture of British ships that a committee of Parthrough the basement, while after the horse tary of the Treasury at Ss.vo.oijo.ono. foreign coun- ten who is not hotter oft’in! which otherwise would not liament sat to
inquire what had become of the
had stepped from them the boards had re- tries receive interest upon a large portion of our every sense by letting liquor! have been committed is,
alone. How
of our doubtless, true.
But the
of British ships of war. The
bounded to their original places in the floor. securities, and American taxpayer- are made to laboring peoplemany
have money] charge that nine-tenths or I invincibility
Wlien the ease comes before tile Police f'ourt contribute large sum- for their support. The chance in their pockets and every- even a majority of the crimes ! administration in those
days did not fling
that such a debt is to become p Tmanent should be thing comfortable around committed are the direct or j
we will report further.
at our enemies, hut
at all times discarded as involving taxation too them at home, who, if liquor] even the proximate effect of newspaper invectives
heavy to he borne and payment once in every six- was allowed to be sold free- intemperance, cannot be sus- sent after them such men as Stewart, Decatur,
1!.ui.i;o.yi>s in Maim:. The Gospel Banner teen years at the present rate of interest of an ly, would have no money in! tained by facts. Nor is the !
and
their
whose] assertion that nine-tenths of i
and Perry.
iv.':
'We are glad to know that Maine is amount equal to the original sum. This vast debt, homes pockets
would be the abodes: the pauperism which exists Hull, Bainbridge, McDonough
j The radicals made but one
It is ai is caused by intemperance,
not inattentive; to her duty and her interest at if permitted to become permanent and increasing, of wretchedness.
demonstration
must eventually be gathered into the hands of a few mercy to many poor hard!
any nearer the truth. Is it |
tie; present time in the matter of Railroads.
Tic1 San Jacinto boarded the
and enable them to exert a dangerous and control- working men, who have the not rather true, that pover- ; on John Bull.
Bath and Rockland will soon lie connected; ling power in the a (fairs of the government. The misfortune to have appetites j ty, in a large majority of
Trent
and
took
from her the rebel ambassafor
it
is
that
is
traceable
to
!
liquor,
placed! cases, directly
Belfast opened to the rest of mankind : beyond borrowers would become servants to the lenders,
the lenders masters of the people. We now pride beyond their reach. With; misfortune, laziness, shift- j dors, Slidell and Mason.
They were in
Bangor. North, matters are being pushed; ourselves
its
at
lessness?
That
liquor
present high!
intemperupon having given freedom to four mil- prices, no man in moderate] ance is
rails (of extra quality) are being laid on the
frequently found in ! ecstasies at Washington. The radical newslions of the colored race: it will then he our shame circumstances can alibi'd to
with
is
poverty
Bang' >r and I’iseataquis. Anson and the Maine that forty millions of people, by their own toleration buy it; stiil if it is within company
ti ue; but so are idleness and i papers and radicals speakers were full of
( entral will shake hands at West Watcrville, of
usurpation and prolligacy, have sutlercd them- reach, many will have it, and] shiftlessness. Many persons j
The captives were escorted with
thus keep themselves poor! drink habitually and intern- ! boastings.
(this was the last intelligence we received.) selves to become enslaved and merely exchanged and
miserable.
peralely, and vet make a ! great demonstrations and rejoicings to prison.
B inland and Ogdensburg will follow suit; slave owners for new task-masters in the shape of
plentiful living.'
bond-holders and tax-gatherers. Resides, permawhile strong talk is had of connecting the line nent debts
It was a time for swaggerings very big, but
to monarchical government, and, From Hie
pertain
From the Age, Aug. i:j, l.sr.'j.
Ago,
Sept.
0,1SC7.
"i lieauliful villages down the Penobscot with
tending to monopolize perpetuities and class legislaSuddenly a growl was heard
No candid, fair man who
The temperate or restrict- very brief.
Bangor. This should be done.
Nothing tion, are totally irreconcilable with free institutions. ilosin s the good of the com- ed use ot nlchholic stimu- from the British lion, and a demand came for
Introduced
into
our
republican system, they would munity.,can look around him lants is not harmful. Their
would so encliaiiee the value of property
but surely sap its foundation, eventually without being sensible of beneficial use as a medicine the release o! the captured rebels.
There
along the line or be more certain to aid the gradually
subvert our governmental fabric, and erect upon its the good resulting from the to recuperate and repair the
commercial interests of Bangor. The Rail- ruins a
discontinuance of the liquor physical system, is almost was a shaking of knees at the White House,
moneyed aristocracy.
roads of our country add every year more
universally admitted. Nor a
It is our sacred duty to tian-mit unimpaired to traffic.
quaking in all the departments—and the
is the mod rate or temperthan their whole cost to the wealth of the coun- our posterity the blessings of liberty which, were
ate use, as a beverage, im- order went forth to let them
the
founders
of
the
ami
to
us
go. But that
by
Republic,
bequeathed
There
is
no
investment in which the
moral any more than tea or
try
l! was demanded that Hnited
by our example teach those who are to follow us
co llee.
was not all.
surplus labor, even of a rural population, can carefully
to avoid the dangers which threaten a free
Men who were in the hair
But it is to be borne in I
be more profitably employed than in the erec- and
independent people. Various plans have been it oi getting intoxicated and miml that these results States officials should restore them to the
It brings the homes of the proposed for the payment of the public debt. How- misspending
tion of Railroads.
their time and spring from the intemperate deck of a British ship of war.
This huthey may have varied as to the time and mode money are now seen sober use ot intoxicating liquor, j
people near the best markets. Stockholders ever
in which it should he redeemed, there seems to be a and industriously at work It is evident that it nobody miliation was submitted to by the cowards at
but
the
or
the
State
bcncsutler,
country
may
providing lor their families drank such liquors to excess,
general concurrence ns to the propriety and justness and
this degrading ceremony was
fitted.
few if any of these results Washington,
laying up money.
of a reduction in the present rate of interc-t. The
would happen.
Since the above was written, we see that Secretary of the Treasury, in his report, recomactually
gone through with, and the rebel
Visiting public places of Nor cun it be shown that
talk is had of connecting Bueksport with mends live per cent. Congress, in a hill passed
amusement, we see no riot-1 the use, or even Intemperate ambassadors were taken in triumph to HaliCalais. This would be splendid. Let it, not prior ro adjournment on the 27th of July last, agreed
nor disorder but every- of use, alcohol is the cause of
fax !
upon 1 and 4 l-*2 per cent, while by many 3 percent, in^
end in ta lk. It would be a great tiling for the has
quiet and orderly.— nine tenths ot the crimes or
been held to be an amply sulticien't return for thing
men, who were be- even the majority ot crimes
Young
From that hour British boldness in our afeastern portion of Maine.
the investments. The general impression as to the ing drawn into the haunts ol which are committed. The
exorbitancy of the existing rate of interest has led vice to be ruined, are disen- cause ot crime is the cor- fairs grew apace. Rebel cruisers were supto an inquiry in the public mind respecting the con- thralled and being led back ruption of the human heart.
plied at till their port's, blockade runners carThere was a tearful storm in the town of sideration which the government lias actually re- to the paths of rectitude.
A man is no man at alb
Stearns
a
for its*bonds, and the conclusion is becoming
ceived
It is useless to undertake ried in munitions of war, and aid was given
Minnesota,
County,
Raymond,
The most serious damage was prevalent that the amount which it obtained was in but a pitiable wretch who to brand as a crime what to the rebellion in
week ago.
can look at this changed as- seven-eighths of the people
every way. And yet the
too per cent, less than tin* obligadone to the house of a farmer named Richard real money 300 or
and wish for a return do not consider a crime. It
talks flippantly of what the rebels did
tion which it issued in return, ft can not he denied pect,
Whig
of
the
when
drunkenis
crime
for
a
man
to
a
not
a
It
was
or
days
Richardson.
block-house, that we are paying an extravagant per ventage for ness ami
log
rowdyism were drink Intoxicating liquors toward destroying our shipping. It is till
well built, sixteen by twenty-four feet and the use of the money borrowed which was part common spectacles
in our temperately, and. therefore,
At the time the currency—greatly depreciated below the value of cities and villages.
It was the miserable, truckling,
one and a half story high.
it is not a crime lor a person humbug.
to sell intoxicating liquors
coin.
tornado struck it, midnight, there were twelve
and contemptible spirit of a radical
cowardly
to be drank temperately.
is
fact
made
when
we
This
consider
apparent
persons inside, most of them up stairs asleep. that bondholders receive from the Treasury upon
The idea that if the use of administration that connived at its destrucFor this changed aspect
The storm coming without warning tore the each dollar they hold in Government securities six wo are indebted to the pro- intoxicating liquors were
abandoned by mankind we tion. English ship owners continue to this day
In,use to pieces and scattered the material and per cent in gold, which is nearly or quite equal to hibitory law.
should enjoy a millennium,
to fatten on our misfortunes which sprung
contents, including till tin.' people in it except- nine per cent in currency: that the bonds are then
is but the dream ot a visionconverted
into
for
the
National
Hanks
capital
and
the
upon
Richardson
young- which those institutions issue their
ary.
ing Mr. and Mrs.
from those events.
circulations
est child, over a large tract of land reaching
bearing six percent interest, and that they are exThis will show how at least one of the
The eldest son, empt from taxation by the Government and the
at least a quarter of a mile.
Trouble with Brother Wendell.—
State, and thereby enhanced two per cent in the Chamberlain
a man of twenty-two, was carried thirty-four
organs has swung around the
ol
the
bonds
holders.
We thus have an aggregate
What have we for President ?” asks Wendell
rods and so bruised that there is little hope of
One side of the colcent which may be received upon circle on the question.
of seventeen
his recovery.
Two other sons of Mr. Rich- each dollar per
Phillips. He answers his own question thus :
by the owners of Government securites.
ardson were carried about thirty rods and in- A system that produces such results is justly re- umn is cold water, the other rectified whis“Ajoeky and sea-side louuger; a restless boy,
jured bv having their limbs broken and their garded as favoring a few at the expense of the ninny, ky. Is there any wonder that the temperto ho amused; and so imbodies bruised, and one died soon afterwards. and has led to the further inquiry whether our ance men were suspicious of such tainted needing constantly
view
of
the
in
bondholders,
which
large
profits
of
business
that he cannot stay at his
they
Two little girls wore simply dropped outlie
patient
would themselves be averse to a set- vessels?
other side of the house without injury. A have enjoyed
And
more than a week at a time.”
post
our
indebtedness
a
tlement of
upon
plan which
Hut this hypocrisy is moderate and blameyoung lady school-teacher was carried thirty- would yield them a fair remuneration and at the
“To your tents, O Israel! for a secagain:
seven rods and left itt a
the tax payers of the nation. less compared with that which professed to
hopelessly mangled same time be just to should
ond Buchanan sits in the White House, tembe sacredly observed,
Our national credit
condition in a wheattield.
A
young man but in making provisionl'orour creditors we should stand by and support the Bangor resolutions,
named Raymond was so torn during Ins forcporizing while the enemy gets in battle array.”
what is due to the mass of the people. which declare for prohibition, and at the
not
ible transportation to a distance of thirty rods It forget
To the general outbreak in the Republican
may be assumed that the holders of our securi- same time
deliberately and bitterly assail that ranks and
that he survived but a shorttime. The night ties have already received upon their bonds a larger
among the newspapers, against
This is just what the Prog.
was very dark, and it was next to impossible amount than their original investment, measured very principle.
must now be added the weight and
Grant,
standard.
a
to lind the sufferers, but most ol them were hy gold
does, and just what nearly all the influence of
Upon the statement of facts it would seem but Age
before daylight and assistance
Phillips, which is great in Massacollected
and equitable that the six per cent interest Chamberlain papers of the State are doing.
just
llis
chusetts.
brilliant wit and cutting inveccame.
be
now paid by the government should
applied to At the same time,
they assail and abuse Mr. tive will do more to make Grant ridiculous
the reduction of the principal in semi-annual payA couple of Paris stevedores jumped into ments which in sixteen years and eight monjhs Ilichborn and his supporters because, being
than anything save his own oilieial acts. And
the water after a child that was drowning, would liquidate the entire national debt.
consistent temperance men, they will not folSix per cent in gold at present rates would be
it may be further remarked that Phillips nevand after the rescue was accomplished fought
equal to nine per cent in currency, and equivalent low this meandering, whisky-and-water, hyto determine which had the honor ot saving to the
er yet took up an advanced or extreme posi
of
the
debt
one
and
a halftimes in
payment
pocritical path. Therefore we hold that, by lion to which he did not
its life, until both were taken to the hospital. a fraction less than seventen years.
bring this party.
This, in connection with all" the other advantages the showing from the columns of papers like
derived from their investment, would all'ord to the
The Augusta Savings Bank lias sumO.OIIO on deChicago river beats Cologne wathr or city. public creditors a fair and liberal compensation for the Age, the Ilichborn men arc justified in
It has 1007 distinct smells.
the use of their capital, and with this liny should lie their bolting.
none of il by Sprague.
■

■
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Correspondence

of

the Journal.

New York,

Oood morning? How do I do this

| foully,

outstretched wings, and enraptured faces gazing inAug. 9,1869.
tcntly upon the maiden above them. I’pon the
j
morning? Well steps in many places are rare, sculptured vases con-

advice?

Let me tell you that I am lar
the only one who preach better than
distant trom the actual choice oi the Senator, they practice. Tf you don’t credit the assertion
look about you, and when you have discovered a
tliis bids fair to grow into a
light of very fine ease ol the opposite kind,
please record it for the
The
main charge brought benefit of the world. For
proportions.
depend upon it, such inagainst the Senator is that of having voted cidents form the exceptions and not the rule. Not
against the impeachment of the President. that I he world is wholly bad, or total depravity a

Beginning

vigorously

so

at a time

and surrounded by a flight of marble steps. At the
foot of these kneel two angels with clasped hand',

I hardly know. I've scarcely got
my eves taining flowers. A plain marble slab at the gab
open yet. You see I was terribly tired last night, tells
you that the unfortunate girl was instantly
I
and as the saving is, slept "like a
log.” Besides I j killed by being thrown from her carriage on the
incline in the morning to—
night of her seventeenth birthday. The guide fur"
A little more sleep, n little more slumber
ther informs you that she was of French descent,
A little more folding the arms to rest.”
that she was to have been married on the succeedA morning nap is such a
luxury! But then it
isu t henlthlul, and I don t want to la* understood ing day, and that a brother, her only surviving rel! as recommending it to any one. On the contrary r ative. in his deep grief, spent all of her fortune and
I would point out tor your
special consideration the much of his own. amounting to many thousands of
lines commencing—“Early to hed, early to rise," dollars, in erecting this tribute to her memory.
What is that you say? Better take some of
Coming back from Greenwood we cross the river

The Ellsworth American sides with Fessen- my

den.

own

from

so

Gen Roseeraus, who is in California, entrusted with the management of some
very
important business matters, found it imperative that lie should decline the
profered hon- The Fessenden
papers claim, and we think
or.
But in lion. George II. Pendleton the
justly, that the failure to impeach the Presiof
the
State
have
Democracy
put forward dent really saved the
party from defeat in the
their best and most popular man—one whose
election. We felt so certain that
abilities are of the very highest order, and succeeding
they would upset their political apple-cart by
whose character is without a stain. Xo man
Ben Wade President, that we bet
making
in the country is so beloved as he
by those money on it, and lost.
"'ho know him. And the hundreds of thousands who have looked from crowded auThe Beautiful Snow. A Rockland cordiences upon his engaging face, and listened respondent, whose
of
to the

!

LETTER FROM NEW YORK.

being

foregone conclusion. Oh no.
jolly place, if you only take

This world is
it

a

very

rightly. But then,
spirit willing, which

FIT-TON FKICRY,

which is one of the most crowded thoroughfares in
! New York. An incessant How of travel is always
: here, and thousands of people are
constantly passing and repassing. Stepping ashore on tin New
^ ork side,we get a glimpse of Brick
news-

|

Pomeroy's

| hoys marching along with their red brick-shaped
! caps, crying the Democrat.
And litre, if I may be
the digression, 1 w ould like to add a few
j pardoned
sentences concerning this remarkable man. It has
been common with some to associate Mr.
Pomeroy
with all that is low, vulgar and disgraceful. This
is all wrong, as those most familiar w ith his writ-

often the tlesli i- weak and the
is the occasion of so many good people
falling from
grace.
I was going out with yon this
morning} Well,
as it is much easier to ti avcl
by imagination than I ings, and personally acquainted with him, can testby any other conveyance, suppose we fancy our- ily. A more modest, prcposcssing man it would be
selves transported to the same spot where we left hard to find—shy, bashful, handsome; he is the last
each other last week. Xow we. will go up this one to be accused of immorality. Those who read
street a little way and cross into what is known as his “Sense,” and Saturday Night articles, must acappreciation
good
knowledge that they not only show' beauty ot
CASTLE GARDEN.
poetry led to a reading of the poem we puband perception, hut also the kindliest and
It is only a small spot of green earth, cut tip
thought
by
lished last week, with the
accompanying re- irregular walks, shaded with trees, and not very purest of feelings. He is a man of quick, strong
marks, writes to us as follows—
nicely kept at present. Tile Castle itself is a huge, impulses, and not afraid to speak •"out what hr
-Dine ten or twelve
ago Lewis (Javlord round building, with flat roof, somewhat resembling thinks, which he does in a way that cuts like a tu
years
Clark, who is supposed to know something about a
fort,
ibis is the landing place and temporary edged sword. He is a native of New York Mate,
literature, asked who wrote ‘•lieuutifiil .Snow”?
Tile story copied from the Omaha Uepuhliean is home of all emigrants coming to Xow York. In and has risen, by the lVorf- of bis own genui*, lYmn
a poor boy to one of the proudest
ail very well and very pretty, but the poem was close proximity to the Garden is
positions in the
Howling Green.
publish'd some years before “the early part of the < Tossing this we proceed slowly up
country. For I am free to tell you that 1 would
war.”
rather be the successful editor of a popular new >
BKOADWAY,
The “Snow" lias lost some of its beauty ami
purity in its travels. Perhaps the lewd woman in wliich allows no comparison with any other street paper than President of the Fnited states—it r.
whose carpet-bag Mr. Reed found it lias soiled it ill the rniteil States. It
is wide, straight, hand- quires more brains lbr the former calling.
somewhat. The original reads—
Hurrying on through many streets, wc liualP
some; lined with lolly and magnificent buildings—
“For of all that is on or about me I know
There’s nothing that's pure hut tile beautiful snow.’’ many of them time-honored and world renowned. reach the pier where we are to take passage back
There arc other alterations and omissions which And
through 111iwide space rolls all day long, to Boston, stopping only once on our way at Greenarc not improvements butjdo not so much
wich street, to see the numerous iron posts in proinjure the from early morn ’till late at night, a never
ceasing,
sense and beauty of the lines.
tide of humanity. High and low, rich and cess of erection for the air-line rail-road. From tin*
The poem was enclosed to us with a re- living
of these are to radiate iron braces, upon which
poor, every phase of life is by turti exhibited. And top
tlie rails are to be laid, and then high in the air tin*
quest for publication by a lady of literary tbe liorses, the carts, the wagons,
coaches.
carriages,
cars are to run. The ground is cheaper up there.
taste.
We were glad to comply, as the pro- Horne on by the resistless
flood, you walk as one in
Pkrcik.
duction is one of remarkable
a
maze, speculative, philosophical, absorbed, interbeauty. We
ested, amused—each passion has it.s play. You go
have no doubt that it had a different
origin
TROUBLE IN THE LINCOLN COUNTY REup past Trinity Church, witli its immense spire alfrom the one ascribed to it in the
PUBLICAN CONVENTION.
preface we most lost to
In
ttio
dim
sight
regions above. It is
published last week, although its real author
New Castle, An;. 11. isrr.i.
impressively grand in its proportions, but as you
may never he known. It is strange how gaze upon it the
Out Republican friends met here to-dav
purest, holiest and best of your
easily such matters may become questionable, heart's blood is not stirred or quickened. You look and put in nomination lion. I! i> Mete,-ill,
by lapse of time and the persistent assertion upon il with feelings of pride, not religion. How- for Senator, David Chamberlain, of Bristol,
of claimants. The authorship of that touch- ever, you don’t want to be cynical, so say nothing. for
County Commissioner, and Wm. Gibbs,
You continue on past Delmonico’s, which furot Wiseasset, as County Treasurer -all
ing poem “Rock me to sleep, Mother,” is nishes the most
good
fashionable and dainty suppers in
sun disputed by Mrs. Akers and a
gentleman the world; past the Astor House and a thousand and true temperance men.
in New Jersey who is not so well known to
Major Stetson, as he thought, at a proper
other equally a. noted buildings, and turn into the
fame, hut whose abundance of greenbacks Avenues where you get a glimpse of tlm palatial time, put into the Convention what proved a
enabled him to hire a whole page of the New residences of these merchant princes. New < 'ity tire brand. He, in a
speech, gave the ConHull and its I leautifnl park you can cross to the vention to
York Tribune and till it with small
understand that Go\

Chambertype in
the endeavor to prove his title to that which Tombs, if, Howard-like, you wish to investigate lain is an out and out
man. nottemperance
life. It is not m this direction I wisli von
in our estimation none hut a woman, and a prison
the insinuations which are
to go this morning, but rattier to retrace our war withstanding
thrown out by some radical men to tie- milihighly gifted one, could have written.
and go down
WALL STIIF.LT.
tary. Mr. Boyd, of Daiuariseotta Mills, in a
It has not generally been known that Mrs.
\\ 11:»t \ is ions of wealth anil happiness, poverty
speech vindicated the temperance men.
Grant is cross-eyed. But a radical Jenkins, and sorrow, crime and degred ation crowd
Mr. Boyd, of Bootlibay. felt called upon tiupon
correspondent of the Pittsburgh Gazette, has the mind at the hare suggestion of tl»e name! How explain his position as a temperance man.
discovered the fact, and tints Announces the many fortunes have been lost and won here I How
and why he was acting with the Republieai
many men have been tempted, fearfully tempted,
painful truth to the world :
and lost all! Hero within the space of a few min- party.
“At Long Branch, Mrs. Grant wore black utes
Mr. Clifford, of Hdgeeomb, endorsed C,««\
walk, shut up by the lofty brick and granite
lace over blue satin. Her demeanor was
walls of banking houses, insurance and brokers’ Chamberlain as a
temperance man.
modest, and she attracted much attention as
lies the wealth and destinies of the country.
Gen. Hall then offered a resolution iu pin
she stood beside the president with her hands offices,
Does a “panic" rise in Wall street, the pulse of the
and eyes demurely crossed."
as follows—whole nation is feverish with expectation, and the port
That the action of the third p.ut> i
Resolved,
rise or fall of gold is noted and felt the country
FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.
nominating Mr. Ilii liborn, was unwise, injudf iover—a political barometer which tells which
to
and
way
tending
injure the cause of temperance.
Fi;i:dei:ickstad, Xdrw v, July lii, 1800. tlic wind is
blowing. The Custom House and
Gen. Hall stoutly advoraled the pass a
Tn the Editor „f the Journal:
I’uited
StateTreasury building are the two edi- the resolution
My last letter was dated at, and in brief a
description of, fices most specially claiming vour intention upon
Mr. Rawson, of Waldoboro’, moved that
this street, and yet if it lx- near mid-day you will
tlie beautiful city of
Hamburg, Germany. At have
for little else than the Merchants Ex- the resolution be laid upon the table, and in
eyes
that date 1 had not bad time to see very many
change, and tile broker’s boards at the junction of a speech, said Un- resolution and remarkof the great objects of interest which abound
Williams and Wall streets. And here in this build- were out of place and uncalled I'm and m.tiii
in and about the city, and si I allude to them
ing, and in the open street goes on from day today the sidled tin: Republicans not to fall out by the
now.
gambling fever called selling of stocks and gold. Is it
He also read the letter "f the Hon.
way.
All your musical readers ;rt least are famil- any wonder that the men here assembled look hagJohn J. l’erry, of July
|sr,:i.
iar with that world-renowned poem, Ivlop- gard with care or feverish with excitement, when
The resolution was finally passed by a small
on to-day's venture depends all? The fortunes of
stock's Messiah—so often sung in all churches
What effect such resolutions will
will possibly not lie those of to-morrow. It majority.
in all lands. The people h trc greatly vener- to-day
is like a game of cards—some must lose whilst have at such a time as this remains to hr
ate him, and consider him the Milton of Gerothers win.
seen.
A Looker On
At the foot oi Wall -1reel, is a ferry connecting
many. Here he passed tin larger part of his
The Skowhcgan He porter having asked t»*
life, wrote that great poem here, and here he with a street id' the same name on the Brooklyn
Over the door of the house side. Crossing the river in this, we stop at the see designated “among the leaders «»r tiedied, 1803.
where he died is an inscription in German, holding sufficiently long to examine the vast tunnel, rank and lile of the Republican party *>ut‘ imin
and massive bridge here constructed for the relief
who lifted his bauds to destroy tic- I nion or
the English of which is— Immortality is a
of travel, and then into a passing ear to
insult
its llag” the Anson Ad\orate thus
He
and
l.is
wife
lie
buried
grand thought.”
GKKKWOOT).
in the village of Ottenson, near
A carriage awaits your arrival here, which for furnishes the information asked for

Hamburg;

she

preceding him,

he

her remains this simple and beautiful epitaph—
Seed sown by God,
To nil“EN FOB THE HABVEST.
Schiller anil Goethe—pronounced Gertor—

placed

over

the small sum of seventy-live cents takes you to al^
parts of this delightful resting place of the dead.
A short drive through a beautifully laid out park,
and you are at the main entrance. This is a marvel
of workmanship and beauty, and must have been
erected at a great expense. I know not how much.
It. is constructed of dark brown sand-stone and

To say

of (lurrisoii, Sumner, 11<»r.i<.
treason an.I
disunion from the era-lie to the grave, (of the l nion
where’s Longstroet, Stokes, Jo Brown tlm founder
of Andersonville, and lot* of like leather—sa\
where?

In which the Advocate' rather has him.

familiar names here as household
words. The former is the author of that fa- trimmed with a brighter stone worked into a
mous drama which wo have all seen, or acted,
variety of designs, and is so massive as to contain
in our school days—William Tell. Every- large airy rooms.
Over tin* carriage entrance are four groups carvwhere one sees statues of both those distined from the stone, representing scriptural passages
guished men, which shows how cherished arc relating to the raising of the dead. Upon one of
their memories—here, as in all lands.
these., entitled “Come Forth," your attention renI wish I could write as interesting an ac- tors.
It represents Christ summoning Lazarus
count of this place, Frcdcriekstad, as of Ham- from the tomb. Whoever the artist may l>*\ and
under inspiration or imagination,
whether
burg. But it is as barren of interest as the lie lias working
caught and faithfully reproduced here the
country.
Norway and Sweden are now spirit which must have possessed these persons on
united under one government, the name of this
most extraordinary occasion.
Lazarus has just
whose king is Carl.
forth from the tomb, bound in his graveare

as

The Belfast Republican Journal saysthaf I >• -in-.
will have something t-> say about th< Maim
t\
all )..u
Senatorship ot 1ST1. B> all means,
to.
But wlmt can you do about it ? ^Portland
want
Press.

erats

-,

Perhaps as well as our friends inTViuiossc
who have rendered certain the election ot
Andrew Johnson.
i'lie prospect was m arcel v
more favorable in that state than it is here.
How will such a do as that please \ ou

stepped

In this

high latitude of GO degrees there is
scarcely any night. Most people are used to
rising with the sun high in the heavens; but
to retire also under such circumstances seems

strange enough. Mid-summer day is observed here as a great holiday.
Though the sun is so long above the horizon, the shortness of the season renders veg-

etation very backward. New potatoes anil
strawberries are just coming into the market,
and peas in bloom.
encouragement for

There

seems

but small

clothes, and wearing tin* haggard cadaverous look
of

llis eyes rest upon the Saviour with
bewildered look of one just wakened
from a long and dreamless sleep, and knows not
what to do. Upon the faces of some of his surone

the

dead,

helpless,

rounding friends
others horror sits

are dawning looks of joy, upon
enthroned—upon all are curiosity

Christ alone stands surveying
the. group in calm reposeful majesty, with just a
perceptible tinge of sadness upon his countenance,

amazement, fear.

as if he thought of the earthly sorrows and pain to !
which he had recalled Lazarus, in this exhibition
of his power—or perhaps the shadow of his own
approaching death is resting upon him. It is an
ideal, yet commanding face, full of power and

a poor man here; the
low wages, and slow, dilly-dally way of doing things, must keep him poor. beauty; exalted with the knowledge of a kingly
Luckily if their means are few, so arc their1 mission, and yet melting with human love and pity.
It is a Christ to be loved, to be worshipped, not
Meat they but seldom know; black
wants.

short

season,

bread and coll'ee four times a day, varied occasionally with fish, lobster, &c., seem to satisfy all their eating needs.
The intelligence of these people seems ns
low as their desires and as sluggish as their
life.

For
Americans

till of late

with human passion, but with the holiest feelings of
the inmost soul. At the feet of such a being you
could kneel and pour out your heart’s deepest
trouble, your soul’s darkest sins, and know that
you would find pity, compassion, forgiveness.
The most noted objects of attraction in the cemetery are the Take with its beautiful fountain, the
Firemen’s and l’ilot's monuments, and the grave of
The l’ilot's monument stands
Charlotte Canda.

they considered all
ditfering but little from our Indians. The large amount of money, howupon an eminence in close proximity to the main
ever, sent home by their numerous emigrants entrance, and can be seen far o at to sea. From this
to our States, have now opened their dull point you have an excellent view of New York,
as

the surrounding harbor. The monueyes to the fact that the American is a pros- Brooklyn and
ment is a plain, heavy shaft of marble, resting on a
not
if
civilized
And
as
to
perous,
people.
base of like material, which in turn is supported by
civilizing, I notice a thing which shows that

they

are

fast

getting

it from

us.

For

a

a

solid

granite foundation.

The base of the menu-

gen- incut is relieved with sculptured designs of a ship
tleman has introduced here an American Hair in a storm, coils of rope, anchors, and an inscripRenovator which numerous bodies, from King tion telling the passer-by that it was erected by the

Carl to the lowest strata of society, have New York pilots in memory of one of their comrades, who died from exposure whilst nobly trying
taken to using.
The firemen's monuto save the lives of others.
In a few days I shall leave for Melbourne,

Australia, whence, if anything of sufficient
interest can be found there, I may next write
you.

Respectfully

yours,

E. S. 15.

The Bangor Jeffersonian is Fessendcn-mad. It
lias this week nine different articles levelled at the
Senator.

nothing

Rrecley and the rest, who preached

I

The care taken <>1' his family by the Pre-d
dent is constant anil unremitting. .Inst now
his anxieties are for the welfare of his
brother-in-law, Dr. Sharpe, who, not contented with the v ery soft place of Marshal of the
District ot Columbia, aspires to Congressional honors in Virginia. Consequently the administrative breaks are put on that State to
make the brother-in-law's prospects more
serene than they might lit* without sonic in
terfereneo. The other Senatorship is an oh
jeet of interest with Gen. Canby, and the
pressure of the test oath, it is believed, will
bring the medical and the military man both
nicely into the coveted positions. Such dis
interestedness in the affairs of the South
shows the consistency and fairness of thiAdministration in the reconstructive process
While Secretary lloutwell tries to sneak into
some importance by an outrageous interference in the Tennessee election, assuming to
direct the voters there, the President and the
military arrange for the representation ot
Virginia, and go so far in their consideration
as to select the individuals themselves, keep
ing the matter straight by circumscribing the
elective franchise with an ellieiency that renders any error of choice on the part of the
Virginians themselves impossible, [liostou
Post.

The lliddelbrd Journal says John Kicker,
insane man, living near the sea on the
east side of the river, has for the past two
years, walked fill an average twenty-live
miles pei day, and in the summer season
wheels a wheelbarrow
lie starts from his
home, goes up to the village, crosses the
bridge and thence to the beach, from the pier
to Oakes’ neck and sometimes farther, and
then back home again, a distance of not less
than five miles and makes from five to seven
trips a day. He picks a few chips and pieces
!of board and wheels them home, and this
work he does constantly flay in and day out,
except Sundays when he goes on long walks
without the wheelbarrow.
an

ment is very similar and erected for a like purpose.
The grave of Charlotte Canda is entirely different.
It is marked by neither monument, tombstone or
The Transcript tells of an Oxford hen that
tomb, but a mixture of all. It is more properly a has recently vi ndicated the. sagacity of her
temple with gothic front, like the enclosed lot in race, by selecting ten chickens of her brood
the shape of an octagon, and the whole elaborately that were hatched from eggs surreptiously
carved. It shows a female figure standing within foisted upon her as her own, and deliberate
llie open door of the temple, which is approached I V picking mil their e\ e-

A flog who was foraging upon the premises of a
citizen of Taunton, in attempting to leap a fence was
caught bv his collar on a picket aud there hung til!
that goes for Chautber- he was dead. An inquest was deemed unnecessary.

GENERALITIES.
Maehias

II

Republican,

denounces the Iliohborn men as inconsistent,
commends tli«- prohibition of cider—all in the

Vires

[Kxehnnge.
practical concession

|,cans.

lint's

I

a

A Cuban privateer is reported to be afloat.
the Dons must look out for their ships.

If so,

which should satisfy

Skowhegan gets
change of cars.

■

its flour from Buffalo without

..

••

>

■

■

...

■

Bangor Whig intimates that the streets fit
city are sprinkled with llelmbold’s lluchu—at
least the watering carts bear that label. It's good
The

Clewiaml. Ohio, Mr. Oilraartin's son, who
a out late, was climbing in at the window,
for tin health.
e ii
hi- liulici mistaking him for a burglar, shot
K. >. Ilaile, a humorous writer, a native of Maine
an dead.
and schoolmate of Artemus Ward, died on Monday
Thev treat tlii- same event differently in different at Austin, Texas.
He was a genial, generous man,
ilitie>. Out in Kansas a man was buried by the greatly endeared to his
professional brethren.
me
in <*f a well, and the neighbors, inferring
•ludge Dickerson is holding court at Bath.
it In was dead and well buried, concluded to let
tn
remaii
In Concord. N II., when Deacon
LOCAL ITEMS, Ac.
i»"\\
ed m similar accident, the whole re-

HERSEY& WOODWARD,

■

1

■

...

xperiem

«

turned out, and recovered his remains, boiegrapliing their progress all over the -oun-

"ii

i<ii

Yacht Arrival.
On Monday morning the
heautififl schooner yachts Ethel and Juliet, of Portland, anchored in our harbor. The Ethel is owned

!>

! rv.

temperance men of Connecticut liave held a
uventiou and resolved to cut loose from the

i'tie
<

-1

by J. M. Churchill, Commodore of the Portland
yacht squadron, and the Juliet by II. II. Furbish.
Esq. The Ethel has on board, a*s guests, Gen. Geo.

publicans.
Ii* troops in Alaska have be.-n reduced in
e e;111 y to the joy of those who get away.

!

iium-

lliehhoru Convention for Cumberland
Portland on the ilth and put in
m :

Ida
.ni

aale

:ii:

lull

e

<

|

Sbfph-v.

F.

lion. Iliuii Bradbury, Geo. F. Davis,
Joint M. Brown, John Rand, Esq.,
(kimes E. ( 'art r, Esq., and Allen 1». Moulton, Esq.

Esq.,

Kihworth American says the blueberry >ealipping Plains is in full blast. It is said that
than ii\- hundred people are t- mporarily liyiu*i*uts on the plains, spending the season in
diu tin hen ie-.
These make from one to two
ii d:i\ in tli
business. Ii is estimated that
than >-Jo.ooo worth will he shipped this year.

!

Gen.

They have had it delightful cruise as far East as Mr.
Desert, and are taking their way leisurely homeward. Some of our citizens visited these vessels,
and were much pleased with their elegance and the
many appliances for making attractive a life on the
wave.

ocean

Tiik Concert.

"lint) tieket.

All our musical

public

will be

glad tu learn that a most attractive ami entertaining
woman, who is in the habit of
concert is to he given at Huyford’s Hull on Friday
her
husband
at
concludes
the
intervals,
•!.,-idling
m ■nies attending flagellation, by shutting herevening by a company composed of some of thel>est
in tie- parlor and singing “Nearer, my God, to of Boston artists under the direction of Mr. Davenport. Miss Graziella liid gw ay is said to is* a most
• iifoniia fruit, in
good order, has been received charming singer. Mr. ltudolphsen is well known
New York, by railroad.
as an excellent artist. Wullach with his
law

\

relic.-

.harmonica

! mjM-r;inr.' N ational < \»inmtion is to be held
< iii>- igo on rbf 1-t of
September. Many distin•! bed mi i) an* expected to bo present, and iin!aiit political measures will be adopted.
A

is immense, something curious as well as pleasing.
Those who have to stay at home during the warm
season,
ment.

will welcome such a first class entertainWe hope to see a rousing house.

ii\e in deeds. not years;
in thoughts not
bn aths,
The disrespectful remarks made last week connot
in
on
a
dial.
lings,
figures
cerning the quality of peaches offered in the Belfast
-hould count time by heart-throbs. II.* most
market, brought out a reply from Mr. Dodge, of the
live*.
thinks the most, feels the noblest, acts the Empire Saloon. lie sent it in on Saturday, and it
best.
consisted of a basket of the fruit, large and luscious.
Minnesota tornado took a lady teacher out of We are convinced that good peaches have come to
duelling and deposited her in a wlieat-tield our market, and that Dodge has ’em. Among his
t\ -seven rods distant.
stock received on Tuesday were some mammoth
Field has been to the Adirondaeks with peaches from California by railroad, that gave us
and is going to write a lecture about life in dow n rasters an idea of tile
products of tile Pacific
wood-. We hope she will not, like her never" coast.
■

guide, try to make
tail.

us

Indievc she caught

a

deer

he

'li

Camp Mkktixg. It will )>c seen by reference to
the advertising columns that the Jsortliport Camp

Lorillard, ol New York, happy man, is able meeting association have decided to levy a small
on a tour around the world in liis private
tax on visitor* to their grounds.
This custom has
i;!.
Fine out tobacco and. the protits thereon, ;
prevailed in other places, and there is no good reahim in funds.
son why il should not here.
The expense offittiug
v Mr. Alexander is tin
"cattle King of Illinois.” up the grounds and keeping them in repair, and
in-ids ten thousand head, and lias a farm of thirty
furnishing a police with the other incidental ex•i-and acres.
penses are unite large amounting to nearly or unite
lon't believe Ibn. lintler will care to go into two hundred dollars
per year, and a small tax on
l
S. Senate, if Ex-President Johnson is to be each will make the burden
***
light on all.
: d from Tenness, c.
Ilcniamiii would lind it
Our readers will timl in another column the curd
•mfori able.
of I,. A. Shattuek, M. I), of the Augusta Dispensary,
ii> ta-hion ofthe American sailor to call the
flu' Doctor appends an important testimonial from
1 Stat«*s gunlMat W'issahiekon the "Widow!
the Faculty of a Philadelphia College which with
fart

Higgins.”

li. Uayti.

I

>m*

his

n

'hew and Sing-Man, two Chinese tuerdoing business in San Francisco, are in

i- '.-t

>

York to

u

what

see

can

be done in the way of
by way ofthe

.('plying that city with tea and silks
!ti< llailroad.
II ivtien money is looking tip.
ney are worth a cent in gold.
rg.
He

treatment.

Five dollars of

Peabody, tie* philanthropist,
is failing fast.

ears

ami tongues.

Fiue.

The house

While A-

near

better
Chris-

occupied by
McGilvcry's shipyard,

Gilmore
was

Flagg,
burned

Sunday morning at half past two. Furniture
live
mostly saved. The house was insured. This is the
same building which was partially destroyed a few
on

w

ill not

Spinner continues to receive letters
parts of tlie country informing him of the

Niivr

illation of the

boys have a very tine dull, ami deserve a
.sounding name.—which is an awfttl one for
tian

Incendiarism is

weeks ago.

House Tkot.

suspected.

The trot at the Belfast Park next

counterfeit ten-dollar notes,
Saturday between the stallions Young Buchunnn
li « -rolina is said to he llooded with them,
and Harry Ilayford, is exciting considerable intera
uavc been none ottered in this part of tin*.
est, and there will he a large attendance if tile day
V
Illl
Wt.
is fair. The sum to lie trotted for Is $200.
it*Dr. Chapin, ti lls a story about an old
Our readers who take an interest in musical matw ho
thought he was dying, but who was asi v bis nurse, that he would not die so long as ters will notice the advertisement of the Musical
!w. re warm—such a thing was never heard
Convention at Kearsport. commencing on the 24th.
Hut l have heartl of a limn who died with
It will lie an occasion of unusual interest.
warm feet.”
“Who wus he?” enquired the
;>
i!
.John lingers,” replied the incorrigible old
We saw J. F. Hull Esq., of Lincolnville in our
city, with liia hand badly lacerated by the bite of a
M "i -.
arleton Norwood A C«». launched from pic kerel. Hint he caught. They are so big in the
.r > aid ui llockport, 7th inst.. t tine bai k of tls
l.ineolnvillc ponds us to lie dangerous.
:oo tons burthen.
She is named the “J. (J. Norl'he ITiiversalist church lias been raised to the
i." one of the firm. [Herald.
The 1 M-ople of Litchfield were much agitated on height designed, preparatory to constructing the
clay h\ the appearance of u mail dog that atta<-k- tin vestry lieneatli it. The edifice lias an aspiring
ral persons, entered people's houses, made look just now.
*11 innocent brothers of Ids own species, and
The Belfast City Bonds are selling briskly. Pubup” generally. He finally attacked a man who
si-ylhe and who dispatched him after a short lic attention having been drawn to their advantages
jgle. Several dogs were bitten and have been as an
investment, people are anxious Pi get them.
A hoy w as also bitten, hut the skin not behmken no danger was apprehended.
A drought is beginning to lie felt in this vicinity.
klund is in a suffering condition. The pro- I Mist is flying in clouds, the fields are dry, and wells
>iy law has shut off liquor, and a break in the so low lliat many people are hauling water for use.
new

■

■

■

:
i-

works deprives
time there.

the city of water.

It must he

i_r:idahoe County Convention of the supporters
hborn will be held at Hath on the 21st.

Mi

Hunker, whose match factory
burned, will rebuild it.

at

!•

store

Maehias Republican has discovered down
Democrat of the meanest kind”—undoubtgrade above a radical of the best kind.

on

by a dog.

indebted to Sir. George G. Weils for a
of fine peaches and pears from his fruit
Phenix Bow.

The annual Camp
mences

said that tin1 snug “Not for Joseph" lias a
■c ;d
origin, and took its rise from a little romance
:li' Potiphar family.

It

Monday.

Washburn’s Circulating Library lias just received quite a large addition of books. Call and see
them.

Kendall’s

a

'•

selling lead pencils in our
He gets about by means of a

was

are

package

w as

1 lie

>

We

ll* Democrats of Aroostook County will meet
• mention
by their delegates at Houlton on Satv. August ‘isth, for Senator and County officers.

Th'.

man

small wagon hauled

Hi'
I

legless

A

streets on

Aug. HOth,

a

Meeting at Nort hport comweek from next Monday.

i'

At the
in

ini U’ltKVr. We now have in our office a
‘do of Russian ipring wheat taken from our farm
Frankfort, that measures strong six feet. It was
ii the last of
May, and is now just in the milk,
hanger Ilemocrut.

this

Republican County Convention held
city on Wednesday, the following

nominations

were

made: For Senators, T. H.

Cushing, of W interport, and Lorenzo Garcelon, of Troy. For County Commissioner,

Charles II. Webb, of Thorndike. For County
Treasurer, George McDonald, of Belfast All
". so that he
the
above named are the present incumbents
a
iu
colored
indulged
mistress,
: d'hled in
counterfeit money, Arc. That’s what of the offices for which they are nominated.
"liiioal rights did for him.
■

I urncr, the colored Postmaster ut
Macon, (Ju.,
i*eeii removed.
His elevation was too much for

'i

Kendall's Mills. Nohemiah Parker was thrown
Among the decisions at, the recent law term
.. wagon by bis horse
taking fright, when a of the
K wagon passed over his stomach
Supreme Court of Maine, arc the folintlieting proldy fatal injuries.

lowing—

lie old party has placed "Prohibition"
WALDO COUNTY.
upon its
for the campaign. [Rockland Free Press.
Francis Darby vs Harrison Ila}'ford.—Mo1
that is just what it has done, placed "Pro"hition oil its banner fur the campaign” and for tion and exceptions overruled.
Boyle.
uiipaign purposes. Rut there are thousands of Nickerson.
Charles A. Hooper vs Sylvanus (r. Haskell
1' iiiperance voters in Maine who will be
dazzled
& als.
Exceptions sustained. New trial
in such
empty show as this. [Echo.
I

"•Her

has. Keade says, in a tale he is now writing for
Cahixy. “When a man and a woman do anv""g wrong, it is amusing to hear the judgments
1 oilier
The men all
men anti women thereupon.
"'io
the man, and the women all Idamc the
"'itiiaii.’’

granted.
Jewett.

1

Crosby.
HANCOCK COUNTY.

Emma F. Payne vs
tion to stand for trial.

Timothy

B.

Gay.

Ac-

Hinklev.
Abbott.
Journal, condensing our notice of
Inhabitants of Castine vs Inhabitants of
ships building here, stretches each of them out
Winterport. Plaintiffs nonsuit.
ohO loot in length—an
overplus oflOO feet. Under Abbott.
Hubbard, Wiswell.

'he I.cwiston
1

]

•.

tioist,

»

,'Uilst

<

....

...

<

....

1

1

-•

•*-

ii'-umstauecs,

we

are

glad that it credits the

>

■

—

CANCER, SCROFULA, CATARRH,

.-.

A Stokv with v Molt.\r.. Tin Metr.»!■ ■!-.
itan Record recalls this remini.see.tice of lie |
unlucky financier, Frank Ballard. uli »
lately arrested for embezzling the funds of a
insurance company in Now Yoik, of whi.-h ;
lie was Secretary. The Record says:
Ballard started in early life with a large
stock of what the world calls fair prospects.
In an unlucky moment our hero look into his
head to turn Black Republican, and to “go
back” on the Democratic principles he previously professed, while acting as the New
York correspondent of the Boston Dost under the nom di plume of “Nor-Wester.” We
remember meeting him about that time on
Broadway, one sunny morning in June, anil
as an old friend, giving him a word or two of
advice.
“Frank,” said we, “you are too smart a
young man to bo starting out so soon, on the
road to ruin.”
What do you
“The road to ruin,” said he.
mean P”
Yon have join“Mean just what we say.
ed a Loyal League Club, and if that don’t
use up your surplus stock of moral ideas before you have, a gray hair in your head, write
us down as an ass—that’s all.”
The young man turned on his heel with a
resentful scowl, and left us. For some year-,
subsequently we heard of him frequently as a
leading man among the “trooly 1<>il”— a bitter denouncer of Democrats, and, when occasion required, an enthusiastic admirer of,
and sort of a second or third fiddle t. > \\ cudcll
Phillips, Ward Beecher, Thee alore Tilton, and
all the rest of that set. Wo knew then that it
was all up with him.
We knew, from the
kind of company he was keeping that he could
come to no good end.
THE VIRGINIA LEGISLATURE.

SPECIAL

Wharfage
)n t!u
or ms.

principal

and

Wharf in the

I:: mire ot

soon as the body begins to grow, i’:»• lungs commence
heal up, and the patient gets Husky and.well.
1 his is
the only way toeu:e t'on.mmpi Ion.
NY lieu Ih'Te is no lang disease and only Liver Complaint and Dyspepsia, Schenek’s ."I aweed Tonic and Mandrake rills arw sutlieieut, without the rulmonic Syrup.—
Take the .Mandrake I’ills freely «n all bilious complaints,
as they are perfectly harmless.
Dr. bvhon. k, who has enjoyed uninterrupted health for
many ye1 rs past, and now weighs ‘dhu ponnds, was wasted away to a mere skeleton, in the v*wy last stage ot I’uimon iry Consumption, his physicians having pronounced
his cise hopele-s and abandoned him to his fate. 1 i
was on jv.l bv tic' utoivsnid medicines, and since his recovery many th men ds similarly alllieted have used I>r.
Schenck’s preparations with the same remarkable sucFull directions accompany each, making it not abcess.
> see Dr. Sehenek, unless patient.-:
solutely uoeesHuiv
wish their lungs examined, and for this purpose lie is
prop ssioually at IBs Principal Oifice, riiiladclpbi e-erv
Sat ui(lav, where all letters tor advice must be addressed.
He is also professionally at No. '-il Bond street, New
York, every other Tuesday, and at No. H5 Hanover street,
Boston, every other Wednesday. Ho gives ad\ ice free,
but tor a thorough examination witii his Kespirometrr
the price is $5. Office hours at each city troia 0 A. M to
:> 1*. M.
l'rice of the l*uhnonic Syrup and Seaweed Tonic each
$1.50 p r bottle, or $7.50 a half dozen. M mdrake Fills
-5 cents a box. <i. C. GOODWIN Sc CD.,
Ifaiiovei
Street, Boston, Wholesale agents. For sale by ail drag-

as
to

NOTICES.

Storage,
harbor,

at reasonable

w. iK. snip»«s.

i.ttf

Democratic

County Convention.

TliK 1 >em< -or ats nI the County or Il.inr.ek are rejuesfeil to assemble by delegates iConven* ion, at MuCourt Mouse, in KlKworth, on Friday, the a th davof
August, 1st'..), at 10 o'clock, A. M., to put in -mutation
;umiidat\s lor t he following ott'nes—
hvo Senators, Sheri if, County Conimisrdom r, County
ITeasnrer; and t«» transact, such other business as may
toms before the Convention.
I bis is ot represent atio-.i : Kuch town a ml organized
plantation, is entitled to one delegate, and an additional
delegate lor every lofty votes cast for the Democrat ie
Candidate for Governor lor ISOS, and for n lra- iioa *•!
twenty vot .-s.
KitAltl'CS UKl)MAN, » Democratic
Jim:-: HoFKlNS,
County
> Commit tee,
W V U it K N KING,

Knox

County Democratic Convention.

i 11 i", Democrats of Knox County, are requested to
send delegates tt> a County Convention, to be held at the
15 ;yview ll » <se, Camden, Saturday, Aug, gist, 18dU at 10
o'clock A. M., tor the purpose of nomiu.ting
lor tile following ohlres two Senators, County Commissioner, and County Treasurer.
Hu- be is of representation wili b’as follows: F.uch
ei;y, town and plantation will b'? entitled toonedelegate,
and forever;,
venty-live votes or majority traction there
ot, cast fur the Democratic candidate for Governor, in
lrtC.i3, an additional delwgite.
i
K. o’Mill KX,
}
KhWIX SMITH, .III., ! Dcmocrat!c
.!. FiCKD M Kit If LCD, j
GAl.F.N KKKNK,
)■ County
K. F. WAUvKIl.
|
K. C FI.KTCIlKit,
j Committee*
s. !!. JACKSON,
j

an

should possess,

.-

THE PATENT

Freedom Notice.

Feather Cleanser!

i
hereby given Dial I have la-liinpusln d to
x ^
my son, U‘ >DUli 1CK M. DVI.U, his time during
tin-remainder o! his minority. I shall pay none <»l his
debts, or ei.iiiii an ■/ o!' his earn in.-~ alter t Id* date,
CilOtiD'l DV MU.
AD
Ur:,>1.1 1 <1. Dvi.u.
North !l "
Uvf*
Align*! If*. !•> D.

’\yOriCl-i

Which

s

.r::
A:t

1

;

C-;n

DAVID IvKXNKY.
iwrt

: •*&.

•.

AUCTION!

Meeting Notice.

;

TX or > r :
X Meeting, <"■.
amount iug l >

a it iRta:

annual exp- uses of oar Camp
t:n*d 'hi ot the association, now
h ’su.mire i dollars, it ims been desired
< 1
De a r v.
to
lows—
All p> r>on
in.;? n-. the ground by waC-r, will In res
to
ten
mil, an.I those eomiutf by land
quir'd
pty
drive on la ?, mud.
twenty
.r ii
•.*
TieJMs will !>
n ( v •> els ou
applieifioa to \.
;
>.*>
i. I
\ \ iv, Bangor;
li. •». 'V■> >D
:
\ .JA
\ i) »D, Belfast;
KKV OKU. I*.;A i i,
p.
Committee,
h
1 > \ 11»
;
V N, Chairman.
A

T>lei >;

j

)h it tin ‘h nol ian,
•*>j nuifi foe.!

beyond the date, name and aye, m>r4
OX .fir.'
<•!
7th, from my wharf
in
In tills r’-ty, Aug. lath, Charles ft! \ck, age I 17 yew*.
; h;iig, cellar planktuny,!'
ed
l.i tliis city, \ug. id; i, .Mrs, .Lumet Locke, wido.v of
i md. i cr. am e .dor. Had in her at
t.:
t m.
a
oars
the late .uitnu 1 Locke, 10-q., aged 70 years, d m mth and i
and a ton gallon
t.
a ’• ii ua.ra >.’!r«-»rol li.snL- «';u ;j!
k'-f' * ’• ’i?
id da- s. (13 eg. r and Kcmiebeo nipers please Co v )
r-: n r
ti
inf*
Li It )ckport. Aig. in h, lleuj V. Surnm *r, aged 05 yr*. fuelled. Any
t. or giving inforI u. t. v iii ‘m* well rewarded.
I
Line nnvill \ Aug. si.h, M.i. Cl irij.i Mjr.se aged si mation where it i:> v !
•ton .\ C. CONDON.
ye ts and d mo. tb
In Srarsni > it, Aug. Ilth, J. Parker, son of Ferlhnn i
3w»>*
P.e’fisf, Aug. is, 1 :
and Louisa akiun r, aged .4 years, mouth an l d days.
•<

Belfast & Moosehead Lake Rail-

■

road

1

...

Belfast.
THK Democrat- of 15cl fast :;ro requested to meet in
caucus at tin- Court H uuo, on 1 hursd.iy, August I9th, at
b 1-2 o’Cock, t'. AI., t«> c'i )»-o twenty d-legites to tile
Dcmoci.d! < otimy Convention.
i'KIt OKDKil,

1.

ticles: —f*0 Acres of Meadow and Wood Land in .» or lo
lots; do Tons Day, together or in lots:
Barn.
>\
db; 1 do, ddxbo; \ Oxen; r. Cows
Yoke Steers,
ars
old; 1 bull. Z years old; I Steers, : year old, : Heifers,
year old; Z Calves, and It* or’Jo Sheep ; t Hors.-. •» years
old; Z Colts, d years old; 1 Colt, .’years old;
Capper
Mowing Machine; 1 Whttmor. llors. Bake, I Dm!*laOx Wagon; 1 Truck Wagon
seated Wagon;
is,*
(’art Wheels; 1 Set Ox Sleds.
Set Horse SI. d> \ -deign
artieles too nun*.Tons to
Ploughs, Harrows, and v»tL
mention.
L, A. PAI.DKHWOOD.
Waldo, July ;i, lsbi).
dw

•'

|

\

acre

••

■■

in W

..

•••

>

.v

subscribe**,

DO, (if not previously disposed ol, on SAIT K
DAY, AUGUST Hst, at-J oVlok A M the following:n-

■•

.,

<HA\(t: ??

FILL be sold at the Barn of the

*•

In this city, Aug. lrtcli, hv It v. L. I*. French. Ur
LU-Wi ilyii Carter and M\a I i.i llruAhi, b >t!i <*f this Cltv.
In Cine tgo, II
July doth, by lieir. Charles C. Che mey.
Irving s, (i rnmin ot Chicago, end ML* (icorgi anna
ISeattie o. 1.1
»rf, Miine.

Belfast last spring, w ill return here lor
week. Orders left at

A. D. BEAN’S Store,

\l.C

Knox,

in

Or at the .shop opposite
9109 m:, will
receive iirouipf attention.
Wi»rk called for ami
returned without extra expense. As we have
more work than we can do, vve will sell four
Counties. A good chance lor the right
man to make money.
Kernemb
wT
ask no pay unless we give sit i
faction.
BEAN .b CO.
Belfast, Aug.’JS, bsti'.b
U :

Caution.

pn the

was

one

-om- .'?••• r... iioned against purchasing a note
o! !r:ri f :* *. '• •• mu ot *Yo, payable to .1. F. Will rI never
K.i.::j or o~h.. -i v •! at Knox, Dctoher, l.SliS.
hav r. g iveci ••i: v lue of said note, therefore I shall not

M AltUlKI).

candidates

girl,
have,
economical, healtutul, beautiful and Christian Home
a book which h:.~ no e aial among Lady
Agents. Applv to 11. A. BROWN \ Co. Publishers
ot Illustrated Books, foi circulars, j. rin>, and exclusive
territory in New England. School stre t, B< si.-n. swg

is the host ami si;
alia, in the l aired States,
tailing il .•«;.,■.i. ,! i,i luae. NVe alio highly endorse
his treatment of ('..nsuniptioa, and Chronic I>is« a.sos
generally. In these imp riant speculitii Dr. Sh ittuck
has in* superbn -hr h is t he unanimous ea lot-semenc ot
our F.wu!: v.
Witm-rs ear ii :nd and
al this .11*Iv Dth,
lSli'.i.
.!OII > HI CD AN AN, M. D
ift*
(h-rkot the Faculty.
meal
never

ly^O

gists,

Company.

■

meeting
VT
Company, heldat their Oillee in
the 2d
it
that

of the President and Pin-i fo-s
said
the City of Belfast
was
an
assessment
be
made
inst.,
voted,
of seventy per centum on each and allot the shares in
said Corporation, and that the same be paid to its I'reas
urer, at his ollice in said city, on «»r bet >re the tilth day <>t
\V. T. COUtCBN, l'r< usurer.
September next.
..wi
Bellast, August 2, lsd'.f
a

i’ov Sale-

on

SI IIP NEWS.
Aug. 17. The Herald’s WashP.rigmii: rV I-l..!.!,
->rt, some improved
young -uorl-hoApnlv to
says there seems to be no doubt
'll.' A. GliOSS.
Notice.
i*oar or bslfakt.
now that the iron clad oath will be adminisSearsport, Aug, 'i,iOw<i*
A K HIVED.
tered to the members elect of tlie Virginia
Till'. Demounts of t!i} towns of Mf D i.sert, lvlon,
Trcmout and Cranberry 1*1. are requested to assemble
Ait'. lith. Brig Abb}' Ellen, Gilmore, Phil ideiphi\
Legislature, and that the place of those who at
Schs I.eila, Fo-1-, do; Esperunzi, \dims, FMilu*.
Lyman Somesd Hull, in Som\svrile, on Saturday, A11 z
cannot take it will be tilled by the defeated
THE GREAT CAUSE
15th.
Kobe .M. ss .cbusett9, Ivenistou, New
'.S, a! J o’clock. I*. AI to .select i. candidate for liepnYork; i
candidates. The next Legislature will have s< ui.atlve to the Legislature.
G ms .Meade, Cunningham, Boston.
OK
17th. Atlantic, Coombs, Fi-liiug.
to elect two new Senators, in accordance with
liIJKl>’.-> rHii’iV. N. II., on. .Vo'iui & Concord ii. II. i
AU Will) .13*23 SlFiini.YO
an act of Congress passed in 1 Still.
Aug 7th. At Btr if irb >r, \ir Desert, yacht “Ili Blis3,”
HUMAN MISERY.
UtlY. 3 :•?. llAvVCi.L, A.
PKINOLl’AI..
The Legislature just elected in Tennessee, from nervous debility and prostration of the physica* Capt Sproul, from W aldoboro, (3h) cruising.
Just Published, in a Sealed Envelope.
Prirr si rents.
youth, alla.ild iutncdl
Aiivunf ige- --if :rc i i. cition, yet easy of access; Xo
SAILED.
will also, under the same law. have to elect powers,c u-. da br* to.*of ertheor*m ol
A Lecture on the Muture, Trent in out and
w inodio.il work ot l)r. Aateiy procure copy
or places
t
i»I
e r« sort; Full corps <»i' teaching;
15
h.
saloons,
Aug.
Sobs
Win.
E
Radical (Jure ot Seminal Weakness, or Spermatorrhea,
on the second Tuesday after il organizes, alOriou, Osborn, EilswDrth;
11. il.ivos, Uoas.iltuur Physician *o the
Peabody Mediinduced by Sell-Abuse;
THE SCIKXCK Of Barnes, Buber, Bangor.
\
lust tint
Ib.aton. entitled
Th%iiough. in-‘rue: i
Involuntary Emi>sion-*, Impo
though Senator Fowler's place v. ill not be cal
l»U!t. Sdis Espcr.mzi, Adams, Fishing; Cameo, Mcl.ll’K o
SKLF PitKSfc KVrATIDX,»» an invaluable
received
,ui ilia*.
Smi l for Circular. -jiuod tency, Nervous Debility, ami Impediments to Marriage
Pupils
vacated until 1H71.
generally; Consumption, Epilepsy, and Kits: Mental
work, and the result of the widest research and deepest Carty, Boston,
and Physical Incapacity, &e.—By Roll. .1. Cbl-VKK
thought upon the subj •f‘ts of which it treats. The InsilThe brig .l imes Miller, 23» tons, built at Belfast, Me,
M. 1)., Author ot the
l’il .1 SKXU AL Ptl \ SIOLOG V
Green Book," \e.
tute tins also p tblishe.i
Belfast & Moose head L. E E. Co- WEEP,
THE DROUTH SOUTH.
The world renowned author, in this admirable Lecture,
-.IF WOMAN, A VO H K It DlSKA’sKs,’* from tlie ueu in lStlft, ttnd now owned in tint place, occupies tho People’s dry duk ton ol Go/erneur afreet, :m.I has been
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GROWING OLD.
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passing away
i'itc old of onr low ii—to iheir fund rest.
\'» ith r. vermin- fashion the
pillow of clay.
'ml pile up tin* day on the quiet breast,
ill;
w i> soft to the time-worn head.
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ghat
ha; head is light to the aged. dead.
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tun:, and to take enlarged views of wlml our
to lie in coming years; Imt I am
confident that there, is no man—even him ot
the most compreheiisiv e mind—that lias taken
a just measure of the future
greatness of this

country is

il w ill sweep'on to the valley of the upper
Missouri.
Think of it, young men of the East, you
who are measuring off tape for young ladies,
shut up in a store through the long and wearisome.
hours, barely earning your living.
Throw down the yardstick and come out hero
if you would he men. Let the fresh breeze
fan your brow, take hold of the plow, bend
down for a few years to hard work with
determination to win, and success will attend
your effort.
Is this letter too enthusiastic? M'ill those
who read it say “he has lost his head and
gone daft out there on the prairies?” Not
quite. I am an observer here, as i have- been
in other lands. I have ridden many times
over tiic great States of the Northwest : have
seen the riches of Santa ('lara and
Napa west
of the Sierra Nevadas; have looked out over
the meadows of Yang-tc-ze and the Nile, and
can say with honest conviction, that for one
who lias had a home in New England, 1
have seen nowhere so inviting a hold as that
of Minnesota—none with greater undeveloped wealth, none with suelt prospect of

A BOY S LETTER.
(From the Brooklyn Union.)

that it is impossible to
Philosophers tell
obtain a true idea of any object unless we
can see it in all ils phases, and from
every
side. Even the rural felicity of the Adirondaeks cannot lie fully understood or appreciated unless seen from the position of more
than one observer; and the only way to get
at a genuine expression of opinion is to read
a couple of letters now lying'
waiting for the
mail. First comes a largo and rather dirty
looking envelope, directed in a sprawling
boyish hand, and furthermore adorned by two
blots and a big smear, the latter evidence effected by the impatient little linger of the writer.
It reads thus;
Dea.u Jimmy ; —Ask your mother to living
you up here, right oti'. It’s gay. There’s
lishing here, and plenty of worms to catch’em
with. You stick tile hook in ’em, and they
wriggle bully. Fishing’s funnier when you
don’t catch the hook in the -eat of your pantaloons, so’to you can't sit down and can't li<li
all the way home.
1 did that the oilier dav,
and Mr. Jenkyiw, cousin i.aura's beau, asked
me if 1 was a sole or a heel.
Suppose lie
thought lie was going to lie funny, hut 1
didn't see it. Binie-by. I see him cut a little
piece out of cousin Laura's hair, where lur
hook caught, and kiss it, like a great gabev,
and put it in ids pocket. So I told on 'em at
tea, and everybody else laft.
They have
cows here, and i go to see them milked.
They don't pump it out with their tails, like
you and I thought they did, but they squeeze
it out of a hag that wines on purpose, I suppose. I milked the other night. It was very
lull'd to squeeze, and ii would not go into the
pail. Some of it wi nl into my eves, and (lie
rest of it up my sleeve.
I don't like milking,
i don't like turkeyeock~ neither.
They rutile
themselves up big and run at you. Tinware
a very pheroeious bird, and ili-agi.aide to
live with. Chickens are nicer. We at ’em.
They put them under a bririt at night, and
Hill and I kill them in the morning. We have
bully fun wringing their neck-. You'd bailor come here rigid off, and living a -hot-gun.
for there are bears here, any way we -aw a
fox. and some candy, beeos we can't get any
here, and a pop-gun and -ome bows and arrow- and tilings.
Perhaps we can shoot a
deer. 1 think Mr. Jenkyns is a blame fool,
lie made believe li ml a deer's tract the other
day, and when i looked at it.il was nothing
hut the marks of cousin Laura's boot,
i do
not see what makes men so sappy about girls.
ITi won’t, will we? I’d be ashamed.
I'm
going to ride old Sam to-morrow. He's a
horse. You ride him bareback and it’s very
hard to stick on, lie feels so squirmy, (live
my love to all the boys, and tell them I'm
baying a bully time, only 1 bate old Jenky ns.
No more at present from
Yours truly.
us
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